
Abstract 

BIFANO, THOMAS GARY. Ductile-Regime Grinding of Brittle Materials. 

{Under the direction of THOMAS DOW.) 

Traditionally, the grinding of hard materials has resulted in accurate contours 

but a poor quality, fractured surface. Polishing, on the other hand, provides a 

good surface finish at the expense of contour accuracy. Through recent advances 

in precision actuation and control, a new form of machining has emerged in which 

a stiff, accurate grinding machine is controlled in real-time to provide extremely 

small material removal rates, similar to those encountered in polishing. Under 

these conditions, the material removal mechanism changes from brittle fracture to 

plastic deformation, resulting in a much improved surface finish. Research in the 

Precision Engineering Center at NCSU has characterized the mechanic~! conditions 

and material properties that influence the brittle-to-ductile transition. The micro-

plasticity of otherwise brittle materials has been modeled in terms of the mechanical 

properti~ of the material surface, and quantitative techniques have been developed 

for the measurement of surface ductility. An experimental apparatus has been 

designed and built to plunge grind hard materials. Using this device, transitions 

from brittle to ductile material removal have been demonstrated for a broad range 

of materials, including single crystals, amorphous glasses, and advanced ceramics. 

The dependence of grinding ductility on the infeed rate has been established, and 



a series of exploratory experiments have further delineated the mechanical and 

material parameters that control the ductility of the material removal regime. 
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1 Introduction 

Progress in fabrication techniques for the production of high precision compo-

nents is essential for many areas of high technology. Optical systems, bearings, 

computer memory components, and microelectronic devices all share a direct de-

pendence on the field of precision fabrication for their manufacture. Advances in 

the contour accuracy and surface finish of these machined components translates 

directly into improved performance for the systems in which they are used. 

For many advanced technology systems, demands for higher fabrication preci-

sion are complicated by the use of brittle materials. The past decade has seen a 

tremendous resurgence in the use of ceramics in structural applications. The excel-

lent thermal, chemical, and wear resistance of these materials can finally be realized, 

because of recent improvements in the overall strength and uniformity of advanced 

ceramics. 

The estimated use of ceramics in U.S. industries will constitute a $3.5 billion 

industry by the end of the decade [1]. For many of these components, traditional 

fabrication techniques will be acceptable. These conventional techniques include 

fixed diamond abrasive grinding for "stock removal" of material, and polishing as 
. 

a "finishing" operation. These sequential processes) however, are often unaccept-

able for precision fabrication of ceramics, whe:re contour tolerances of - 0.lµm and 

surface finishes measured in angstroms are needed. Magnetic heads for computers, 
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automobile diesel injectors, semiconductor components, and optical lens molds are 

typical examples of components that require precision fabrication of brittle materi-

als. Advances in fabrication technology are essential to the economic production of 

these parts. 

Brittle materials can be divided into three groups: amorphous glasses, hard 

crystals, and advanced ceramics. Advanced ceramics are a modern development. 

They are made from fine, pure particles that are formed, consolidated and thermally 

treated under precisely controlled conditions. Because of their unique properties 

and microstructure, these advanced ceramics have been described as an "enabling 

technology" [2], because the use of these materials enables development of high 

technology devices and systems that simply could not be otherwise produced. The 

same statement could be made about the use of certain crystalline materials ( e.g. 

semiconductors) and advanced high temperature glasses. 

Impeding the use of these brittle materials in precision engineering ·applications 

is the fact that they can not currently be machined in a way that ensures high 

precision in both form and surface finish. When these materials are ground, the 

material removal proceeds through a process of controlled, localized surface frac-

ture. The rough surface left by such a grinding operation is unacceptable for many 

applications. Therefore, a post-grinding polishing operation is typically employed 

to improve the surface finish. 

Unlike grinding, polishing proceeds by a predominantly ductile, or plastic mate-
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rial removal process. This plasticity is responsible for the uniform, smooth surfaces 

generated by polishing. Unfortunately, in the case of polishing, this improvement 

in surface finish is accompanied by a decrease in the contour accuracy of the work-

piece. Also, polishing is a more expensive process than grinding, because it demands 

skilled labor and is difficult to automate. 

The mechanics of grinding and polishing are fundamentally similar: both rely 

on randomly oriented diamond particles for material removal. The basic difference 

between the processes is that grinding uses a fixed abrasive, while polishing uses 

a loose abrasive. The difference in material removal mechanisms for grinding and 

polishing (i.e. brittle vs. ductile) is intriguing, especially in view of the similarities 

between the two processes. The similarity between grinding and polishing brings up 

an important question: can the material removal mechanism be changed from one 

of fracture to one of plastic deformation in the grinding of brittle materials? This 

possibility of a brittle-ductile transition in material removal is the central concern 

of microgrinding research, and is the subject of this dissertation. 

1.1 The Fundamental Hypothesis of Ductile-Regime 
_Grinding 

The expectation of a transition from brittle to ductile material removal in grind-

ing proceeds from the following widely established premises: 

• All materials will deform plastically if the scale of the deformation is small 

enough. 
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• Conventional grinding machines cannot produce plastic material removal on 

hard materials, primarily because the abrasive grain load is large enough to 

fracture the workpiece material. 

• Polishing can produce ductile material removal on hard materials, because of 

its inherently low abrasive grain loads. 

Consideration of these facts has lead to the following hypothesis: by controlling 

the forces on individual diamond abrasive grains, and keeping these forces below 

a threshold value, the scale of material removal in grinding can be reduced to a 

level small enough to allow a plastic material removal process, thus combining the 

dimensional control inherent in grinding processes with the superfinished surfaces 

typical of polishing. 

The transition from brittle to ductile material removal at smaller cutting depths 

can be argued purely from considerations of material removal energy. Specifically, 

for lower machining depths-of-cut, it can be shown that plasticity is a more ener-

getically favorable material removal process than fracture. 

The material property characterizing resistance to plastic flow is the yield stress, 

u,,. The energy (Ep) required to plastically deform a specified volume of material 

(V,) can be written as: 

Ep = u,,vP· 

The material property characterizing resistance to fracture is the Griffith crack 

propagation parameter, G. The energy ( E 1) required for fracture is a function of 
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he area (A1) of new surface created by crack propagation. Thus: 

For a machining depth d, it is reasonable to assume that the order of magnitude of 

both Vp and A 1 are determined by d. That is: 

The ratio of material removal energies, then, is given by 

PlasticFlowEnergy ,.._, Ep ex d 
FractureEnergy EI 

Consequently, as the scale of machining decreases, plastic flow becomes an ener-

getically more favorable material removal mechanism. The specific depth at which 

a brittle-ductile transition occurs is a function of the intrinsic material properties 

governing plasticity and fracture. 

Another way of viewing the ductile-regime grinding problem is that there is a 

challenge, first described by Miyashita (Figure 1.1) to fill a gap in the achievable 

material removal rate in abrasive machining [3]. In this figure, the material removal 

rates for grinding and polishing are compared, and there is a gap in which neither 

technique has successfully been utilized. This region of material removal has been 

termed the microgrinding gap. One of the primary goals of this program is to 

develop the technology necessary to fill the microgrinding gap. The importance of 
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this material removal rate gap is that it represents the threshold between ductile and 

brittle grinding regimes for a wide range of glasses, ceramics, and semiconductors. 

The key to the ductility of the material removal process in polishing is the small 

forces with which the loose polishing grains abrade the material surface. It is, how-

ever, an inherently inaccurate process, producing fine finishes at the expense of fine 

tolerances. Obtaining precise dimensional control requires an exceptionally rigid 

machine so that infeeding of the abrasive tool translates directly into material re-

moval from the workpiece, not flexure of the machine. Grinding is the only abrasive 

machining process that can provide this necessary machine rigidity. 

To simultaneously machine to fine tolerances and obtain fine surface finishes 

requires a grinding machine capable of operation in the ductile material removal 

regime. Recalling the brittle-ductile transition hypothesis described above, it is 

clear that a low grain depth of cut or equivalently a low cutting force is necessary 

for ductile m&terial removal. A precision ductile regime grinder, then, must provide 

a union of low cutting forces with high machine stiffness. To achieve both of these 

conditions simultaneously, a third restriction must be instituted into the machine's 

design; namely, precise control of the workpiece infeed with respect to the abrasive 

tool. This constraint is significant: in addition t~ the need for an actuator with 

submicron resolution, the combined effects of thermal machine drift, vibration, and 

pindle runout must be reduced to acceptable levels or compensated. 
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ACHIEVABLE MATERIAL REMOVAL RATES IN ABRASIVE MACHINING 

GRINDING MICROGRINDING POLISHING 

2 0 -1 ·2 .3 .4 .5 

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
3 

MATERIAL REMOVAL RATE (MM /MM SEC) 

Figure 1. 1. Microgrinding regime gap in currently attainable material removal 

rates 
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1.2 Goals of this Research 

The primary objective of this research is to study the parameters controlling 

grinding ductility for brittle materials. This goal can be broken into five tasks: 

• Design of a. grinding apparatus ca.pa.hie of ductile-regime grinding on brittle 

materials 

• Analysis and modelling of the material properties and machining variables 

that influence the ductility of the material removal process 

• Quantitative, post-process evaluation of grinding ductility and residual surface 

stress states 

• Experimental evaluation of the influence of the material properties and ma-

chining variables that influence grinding ductility, including verification of 

both the ductile-regime grinding hypothesis and the proposed analytical model 

• Evaluation of potential techniques for in-process control of grinding ductility 

Development of a grinding apparatus for ductile-regime grinding demands identifi-

cation of the ma.chining variables that are relevant to ductile regime grinding. While 

such information cannot be known a priori, the precepts of precision engineering 

design provide a. suitable foundation for establishing the design criteria.. Specifi-

cally, the design of a ductile-regime grinder must include considerations of stiffness, 

environmental isolation, precision actuation, and real-time feedback control. For 
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use of the apparatus as a microgrinding test bed, simplicity and ease of para.meter 

variation are also essential design requirements. 

To establish relationships between material properties, machine para.meters, and 

grinding ductility, the micromechanics of the material removal process must be 

modelled. In particular, the material properties that control plasticity, fracture, 

and elastic deformation have to be evaluated in relation to the stresses and forces 

that are generated by a diamond abrasive grain. Implicit in this analysis is that the 

properties of the material surface must be measured, and the stresses beneath the 

diamond grain must be estimated; relatively difficult tasks in and of themselves. 

Fortunately, much can be borrowed from previous analytical studies of indentation 

on brittle materials. Indeed, even the properties of the material surface can be 

estimated by indentation. The parallels between multi-point grinding and single 

point indentation can be exploited to develop a model for grinding ductility. 

While no quantitative measure of grinding ductility currently exists, direct evalu-

ation of the ground surf ace using scanning electron microscopy provides a technique 

for estimating the relative a.mounts of fracture and plastic flow that occur during 

machining. Raman Spectroscopy, on the other hand, permits a detailed view of the 

residual stresses in the near surface region of crystalline materials, and can be used 

to evaluate the effects of grinding ductility on the material surface stresses. 

The experimental aspect of this research. is focused primarily on exploring the 

characteristics of the brittle-ductile transition: its dependence on grinding infeed 
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rate, cutting speed, lubricating fluid, grinding wheel type, machine stiffness, ma-

terial toughness, material hardness, and material elasticity. By controlling these 

parameters individually and in selected groups, the fundamental contributions of 

each parameter to the grinding ductility can be evaluated. In addition, these ex-

periments represent the first extensive study of ductile-regime grinding, and will 

therefore provide a valuable database for future research. 

The existence of a transition from brittle to ductile grinding is made more valu-

able if it can be measured and controlled in-process. Because of fundamental differ-

ences between plastic flow and brittle fracture, it might be expected that a real-time 

measurement system for monitoring grinding ductility is possible. Two quantities 

that are sensitive to changes in material removal mechanisms are acoustic emis-

sions and specific grinding energy. Both of these variables can be explored for their 

feasibility as in-process measures of grinding ductility. 

C_ollectively, the tasks outlined above represent significant exploration into the 

domain of ductile-regime grinding. The results can be used to identify important 

relationships between the grinding machine, the workpiece material, and grinding 

ductility. In addition, the promise of ductile-regime grinding for producing precision 

components from brittle materials can be gaged by this multi-parametric study. 

Finally, these results establish a foundation for further inquiry into this new material 

removal process. 



2 The Microgrinding Process 
2.1 Background 

11 

The possibility of grinding brittle materials in a ductile manner was proposed 

as early as 1954, when it was noted that during frictional wear of rock salts, the 

dominant material removal process was plastic flow and not fracture [4]. By 1975, 

improvements in precision diamond grinding mechanisms allowed the first repro-

ducible evidence of grinding ductility in brittle glass workpieces [5]. Evidence of 

the brittle-ductile transition in the grinding of glass appeared as both improvements 

in surf ace finish and changes in the specific grinding energy [ 6]. 

The first systematic studies of grinding ductility were performed using a single 

grit grinding apparatus. The material removal regime in these experiments was 

shown to progress through three stages: plastic grooving, generation of median and 

lateral cracks, and finally crushing [7]. In this study, it was demonstrated that 

the progression of material removal mechanisms was directly related to the force 

on the abrasive grain, with lower forces corresponding to an increase in grinding 

ductility. Other experiments of single grit abrasion tests on myriad brittle materials 

including glasses [8] [9] [13], semiconductors [10], and advanced ceramics [11] [7] [12] 

demonstrated similar transitions in the material removal process with grinding force 

or depth of cut. 

The first grinding apparatus specifically designed to take advantage of the re-
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lationship between small grinding infeeds and improved surface finish was built 

by Yoshioka in 1982 [13]. With this apparatus, ductile-regime grinding was demon-

strated for several brittle, crystalline materials. Later improvements in the precision 

of this grinder were shown to translate directly into improved surface finish on the 

brittle workpieces [14]. It was from this pioneering precision engineering effort that 

the concept of the microgrinding gap evolved. While the correlation between higher 

grinding precision and enhanced grinding ductility was qualitatively demonstrated 

by these Japanese efforts, quantitative relationships between machine parameters, 

material properties, and grinding ductility have yet to be established. 

Characterization of grinding ductility requires the development of a model and 

experimental verification of the model. Development of the ductile-regime grinding 

model makes use of a micromechanical analysis of the grinding process. Experi-

mental verification, on the other hand, necessitates an evaluation of the machine 

parameters important to grinding ductility. The remainder of this chapter is de-

voted to these two tasks: deriving a ductile-regime grinding model and delineation 

of the design criteria for development of a microgrinding apparatus. 

2.2 · Grinding Process Models 

Grinding processes are influenced by two very different physical systems: the 

mechanics of the machine and the response of the workpiece material to abrasion. 

Analytical models of the grinding process must focus upon a description of one 

or both of these systems and their interaction. Historically, analyses of grinding 
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have been based on models of the machining parameters: metal removal rates, 

wheel/workpiece wear ratios, grinding efficiency, and specific energies of material 

removal. Much of this work was given an encompassing framework in a series of 

papers on the principles of grinding by Hahn and Lindsay [15]. This study and 

most of the grinding analyses that followed have provided methods for achieving 

greater productivity and efficiency in precision grinding applications. The approach 

is empirical: wheel wear, workpiece wear, normal and tangential grinding forces, 

grinding power, and workpiece surface finish are measured, and all follow linear 

algebraic relationships over much of the range of grinding conditions encountered 

in "conventional" precision grinding. 

A convenient definition of the conventional precision grinding domain can be 

made using Figure 2.1, a typical graph of grinding force versus infeed rate showing 

three distinct regions: rubbing, plowing, and cutting [15]. The utility of the geomet-

rical ~pproach is in the analysis of the cutting region, where fully developed chips 

form in the plastically deformed zone beneath the abrasive grain, resulting in stock 

material removal. While the curve in this figure is for a metal, even hard ceramics 

exhibit ~hese three distinct regimes of abrasion, often with the exception being that 

fracture becomes the dominant material removal mechanism in the cutting region. 

In the cutting region the following empirical laws apply: 

(2.1) 
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where: 

Zw = Workpiece material removal rate, m3 / sec 

Zw = Grinding wheel material removal rate, m3 / sec 

Aw = Work removal parameter, m3 / N s 

Fn = Normal force, N 

Fno = Threshold normal force, N 

Ft = Tangential force, N 

P = Power, Nm/s 

V, = Grinding wheel velocity, m/ s 

15 

Figure 2.2 is an example of how these interrelations can be described for a given ma-

terial, in this case a steel [ 15]. The metal removal para.meter can be predicted using 

a series of semi-empirical power-law relations between the ma.chining para.meters 

and the grinding wheel, including as input: abrasive type, bond material, wheel 

hardness, wheel dressing conditions, wheel speed, work speed, and depth of cut. 

Notably absent in this approach is any measure of the influence of material prop-

erties. For these process models, materials a.re divided into two broad categories -

those that are "easy-to-grind" and those that a.re "difficult-to-grind," the difference 

being that for difficult-to-grind materials the material removal rates have not yet 
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con • ·o . In ro mm h 

pl ia.l prop on h 

0 1 crib d a.ho· no accura. e. lo, BJ ol ranc 

d ac. ro r uir d of prec • ion ground componen a.r red uc d th 

om • of rindin mov from h cu ing regime to the plowing r gim which 

rib d wi h impl inea.r empirical model . The plowing regime, it 

ill b hown h important regime for precision grinding of ha.rd material . For 

hi r im co id ra ion of efficiency and productivity are often le s important 

an h ol ranc and finish obtained on the workpiece. 

To tabli h analytical models for grinding at the limits of part tolerances and 

urfac fini h an alternative approac~ is needed. Specifically, grinding parameters 

be modelled with an aim of determining what is happening at the abrasive con-

act b tw n the grinding wheel grains and the workpiece. This contact is cha.racter-

i d by thr phy ical ubsy tems: the micromechanica of the grain/bond/workpiece 

m action the material removal mt.chaniam, and the thermal condition of the con-

a.c r gion. complete analysis of the grinding process, particularly with respect 

he uc ili y of material removal on ha.rd substances, will require analysis incor-

l hr of h phy ical sub ystems. Presented below is a description 

r pro ing mode for the micromechanics of grinding and it effects on 

a • al forma • on regime ( ductile versus brittle). 
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om chanic of Grinding 

r ·n in a d·amond grinding wh I will g n ra a.n 

d pon conta with he workpi material. This tr Id 

ma ial deforma ion in he form of either plastic fl.ow or crack 

I a ion and propaga ion. In addition the plastic deformation itself will generat 

r Id af' er he pas age of the abrasive grain, which can result in 

f h era.ck propagation and material removal in brittle ceramics and glasses. In 

rac propaga ion from r idual tress fields has been shown to be the primary 

mod of brit 1 material removal in fine abrasive processes [16] [11]. 

a fir t p toward modelling the micromechanics of grinding, the stress 

ld du o he con a.ct b ween the abrasive grain and the workpiece must be 

anaiyz d. Con idering first a linear elastic analysis, the problem of an abrasive 

gr in liding aero a workpiece can be modelled as a point load on a semi-infinite 

ha f- pa.c . ince the abrasive grain will impart both normal and tangential forces 

on h material urfa.ce. the direction of the point force vector will be inclined with 

to the normal of the half-space surface as shown in Figure 2.3. The elastic 

ul ing from this loading condition were determined by Mindlin [ 17] 

and d -0 ,. lua e microfracture in the vicinity of scratches in brittle solids by 

ain (7). Th tr component in the plane normal to the half-space surface and 

h era ch path (8 = 0) a.re of the form: 

(2.2) 





0 

a, compo n 

component 

F., ( )c = Tang n ial load tr components 

ormal force 

= Tangen ial force 

= Radial di tance from force application 

For Equation 2.2 there is a ingularity at the origin, and the point load will produce 

infini tr es in he vicinity of the load. One approach to alleviating this difficulty 

whil maintaining an elastic analysis is to spread the point load out by replacing it 

i h a pr ure Po acting over an area of radius a. The mean contact pressure can 

hen b written: 

Po= P/fhra 2 (2.3) 

to h orkpiece ma eria hardness H, as me~ured with an axisym.metric indenter 

field equation can now be rewritten in a normalized form as: 

a,, ---
Po 

(2.4) 
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a > . h ·nc·p nor al fo lu f 

and h r ul . for a on ac fore m 

ar ho n in Figur 2.4 (1 ). In hi Figu . h au 

ii hi a.re compr ive. A imilar lin ar lasticity 

lu ion for a tiding H r zian con ac produce sen ially the a.Ille tre field, 

• h a circular r gion of compr ion for all three principal stre s in the vicinity 

of con act [H~)-

1 a.rly at ome pom he tress field beneath an abrasive grain must exceed 

i h r h pla.stic flow stres or the fracture stress of the workpiece if material 

r mo 1 o tak place. Hence, while an elasticity analysis may qualitatively lead 

o h hr hold of material removal, it cannot model the micromechanics of the 

r mo al proc it elf. Introducing pla.sticity into the model is an essential additional 

p bu on ha is difficult to make. Perhaps the best starting point for this 

a.ly i i through an investigation of the micromechanics of indentation. Chiang 

al 20} approached the problem of indentation plasticity by using a classical 

ic-pl ic ol tion for the deformation and stresses produced in a pressurized 

ph rica.l cavity (21). From this model, the radial and tangential stresses within and 

ou id of he pla.stically deformed zone b neath the indenter could be obtained 

la i ly good accuracy. The s res field can be calculated for pressurization 

ca it (inden ation) and after the cavity pres ure wa.s removed (indenter 

un1c.aau· 1g). Th fi corr pond to the peak load tress and the r idual 





par ic-pl 

end hi lution 

r 11 ym.m ric cas of liding abr ram 

Chiang' ucc in d t rm.ining a thr hold r 

fr ur durin ind a ion on hard mat rials using this model make it worthy of 

fur h inquiry. 

In fac E ·an [23) ugg t that the micromechanical analysis of grinding could 

ir t y u i iz the la.stic-plastic olutions generated from indentation solutions. 

a· ra iona that the addition of tangential forces (i.e the essential difference be-

n i den a ion and ingle grit grinding) will only alter the stresses in the sliding 

dir tion contribu ing a compres ive stress component forward of the grain and a 

ii tr tr&iling the grain. The stress components in the plane perpendicular 

liding direction should be largely: the same as those developed in indentation. 

Th component in the plane perpendicular to the motion of the abrasive 

gram ar r ponsible for the propagation of lateral cracks, and subsequent brittle 

ma ial removal. Thus, the stresses responsible for the onset of brittle fracture 

in grinding could be evaluated by analyzing the stresses generated in indentation. 

i e ateral tr es reach a maximum just outside of the plastic zone of 

inden a ion af er the indenter load is removed. The maximum tensile stress 

obtain (using he pherical cavity analogy) is: 

(2.5) 



of: 

h r : 

dn . T • ana y coup d o a -int nwi • 

u on for an ric crac dev oped by La (1 ). Th r ult pr 

e.xi.11te~c of an ab olu minimum load r quired for crack propagation 

P - ormal load on an abrasive grain 

C = Con tant depending on geometry and size of plastic zone 

Kc = Mode I fracture toughness 

H = Mat rial hardness 

(2.6) 

T exact evaluation of the constant C is speculative, though the parameter K: / H 3 

• consider d by Evans to be a reliable relative measure of the influence of mate-

rial ari~bl on the fracture threshold. Similar, more quantitative formulations of 

ma ial fracture hresholds will be described later in this Chapter. 

2.3.1 Thermal models 

in grinding might also influence the material removal 

proc~ss. and hould be modeled to explore their significance. Two influences that 
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or p1 
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o 1d a ion du o pl 1c ·or b • h a 

mp ra ur u o ric ional tiding be w n h grindin ·h l 

pl 

abra.siv gram h fir t inden s and then trav r th 

ma rial on can abr h analytical e timates of thermally induc d 

. Th amoun f work done during a plastic indentation event i : 

WP= plastic work done 

Pn = normal load 

z = plastic penetration depth 

z"' = maximum penetration 

(2.7) 

Empiricaily it h been determined that for brittle materials undergoing diamond 

ind a ion 

(2.8) 



H - ardn 

i d r hape factor (of ord r 1) 

a - charac • tic dimen ion of he r id al impr 10n 

Equa ion 2. r mains valid unless extensive subsurface fracture develops therefore 

• can be ed for the present analysis. For simplicity, we ca.n consider a pyramid 

haped grain (Figure 2.5). The relationship between the contact diagonal (a) and 

h p n tration depth (z) for this type of grain is simply: 

z = a cot8 

ombining Equations 2. 7, 2.8, and 2.9 yields: 

w, = H/3a 3 cot8 
3 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Th pl tic zone beneath the grain is roughly spherical [20J a.nd of radius rp a. 

Th pl tically deformed volume, V,, then, is given by: 

4 3 V. -,ra , 3 (2.11) 

To ima he maxim,un p08sible temperature increase due to such a.n inden-

1 can be umed that all of the plastic work is conver ed into heat. 

(2.12) 







T = 433°K 

I arl h ac ual emp ra ure ri in the plas ic zone will depend to a large extent 

h ra of he plastic deformation since heat will be conducted away from 

h pl ic zon in accordance with Fourier s law: 

fflT aT 
-- = o:-ar 2 at 

(2.14) 

h 

r = radial di tance from plastic zone 

o: = th rmal diffusivity 

t = time 

h m emperature in the plastic zone will cause stres es in the workpiece 

m ial ho h • ide and ou ide of the plastica ly deformed zone. Also, the material 

icini y of h" local temperature rise may affected. For most brittle 

Dla,terl 0 er h tempera ure r· e is ignificantly lower than the material 
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u p ra ri du o r b m 

or p1ec 1ma d u in h liding 

by Blok gen ra iz d by J ger and propo ed for u in 

24)125)(26}. 

o id r h orkpiec o b a long quare lider liding along the periphery of 

hich i as urned o be a semi-infinite heat ink, following the 

anal • of Blok. Th maximum urface temperature will be: 

T. _ 2q (o.l) 1 
meas - 2 

k V (2.15) 

h r : 

T mos = maximum contact temperature 

q = thermal heat fl we (energy/ time/ area) 

k = thermal conductivity 

o = thermal diffusivity 

l = length of contact 

= grinding wheel velocity 

T formula ion umes full areal contact between the workpiece slider and the 

din 1. The hea inpu q • in units of power/unit area. This quantity can 
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an a 0 d ram 

form la ion of h h ma.I con ac probl m coul b found in 

imilar ha of M cher (27] who d veloped a. h rma.l mod l for 

ri I on rubbing contac . In the case of a diamond wheel that has b n 

could be considered as asperities. Thermal transfer of heat would 

ill b limi d by he bronze bond, since the thermal conductivity of diamond is 

larg . Th· mod 1 predicts: 

hr: 

T. 
_ 3qcfl N½ 

ma.z -
4 2k 

TffMlz- maximum contact temperature 

q = thermal heat flux (energy /time/area) 

k = thermal conductivity 

d • = diamet r of diamond con ta.ct 

= nu b r of contacting diamonds 

(2.17) 

u of hea flux used in the previoWJ model, a.nd a. 6µ.m grain 
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no accoun for mp ra ure buildup on ucc pas 

f h or pa 

From an&ly • of h h rmal influences of bo h plastic work and rubbing con-

h r for 1 n hat the emperature ri e in the cutting zone will not 

approach h ma rial melting emperatures for these microgrinding conditions. 

h influ nee of elevated temperatures on the material properties in 

h cut ing zon r mains an uncertainty. As an initial approximation, it will be a.s-

um d hat h material properties measured at room temperature are appropriate 

for microgrinding. 

2. The Ductile-Regime Grinding Model 

h n machined a brittle material can deform through a variety of mecha-

nisms. If the critical resolved shear stress at any point within the material exceeds 

th lutic yi ld tres , the mechanism of deformation will change from one of re-

ibl nergy torage via elastic interatomic bond stretching to one of irreversible 

gy d' ipation. Examples of irreversible deformation include macroscopic frac-

propagation microcrack formation, phase transformation, dislocation motion 

and in ermolecular sliding (in amorphous materials). While all of 

an· ma involve material flow, the extent of the damaged zone and the 

idu condi ion of he machined surface are trongly linked to the specific 



pr an o er m d 

u fi a ur and r ual a.r 0 

Ph om olo i a 

ompl' h 

: bri l and due ile. In b i le mechanisms mat rial removal i ac-

hrou h th propaga ion and inter ection of crack while ductile mech-

,an1LSIILS produc pl ic flow of material and generate severely deformed machining 

C ip . 

Rec: n improv m nts in machining tolerances have exposed a new possibility 

for ma ial r moval from brittl substances. It has been noted that ductile chips 

ar form din he machining of brittle substances if the scale of the machining op-

ra ion mall (1 than lµm depth of cut). Similar ductile chip morphologies 

and true ur have been observed in fine scale wear debris from a wide range of 

c ramie gl ...... ,~. and metals. This uggests that the process of chip formation 

• l&r ely indep ndent of nature of the material [12]. Plastic deformation in brit-

1 ma rials h been documented for indentation, scratching, lapping, and even 

. Experimental diamond indentation studies have concluded that 

ic/plutic d formation without fracture is possible in soda-lime glass if the pen-

are kept below lµm [12]. Equivalently, the prevention of subsurface 

ac in in gl h b n empirically related to the load on the diamond indenter, 

fracture thr hold of 0.01 [7}. Single grain cratch test , which 

approxima he conditions of grinding than imple indentation, have mo 



0 of ac o h id ho h 

a diamon amid ind (12). Th 

early lOi by K ndall, who how d from n rgy con-

id io a h • a low r limit to h iz of a par icle tha will fractur [2 ). 

(23) in an analy • of the fracture mechanic of brittle material ubject d to 

h no d ha h t nsile tres e r ponsib] for lat ral crack formation 

ar primarily during load removal. The formation and propagation of th s lat ral 

h principal method of brittle material removal in ha.rd substances. A 

h ma ic diagram of the lateral cracking mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.6. 

Th mod 1 prop d by Kendall predicts that crack propagation cannot occur in 

par icl of dim n ion mailer than: 

hr: 

d _ lOER 
C - yz 

de = Critical particle dimension 

E = Modul\18 of elasticity 

R = Fractur energy 

Y - ield Str 

(2.18) 

abr bed for compres ion testing pecimens and not for 
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0 

o a icrogrinding ppara-

h rol of he machine true ure for any machin tool is to allow 

bl con rol of the motion of rapidly moving component that 

ubj ted to ime varying fore . The machine tructure d ign proce 

h d elopm nt of a microgrinding apparatus for grinding brittle materials 

in a due ·1 r, im • a pedal case of the design procedure for any grinding ma.chine 

ion rro nvironmental ensitivity, and motion control systems. Ea.ch of these 

rue ural characteristic influences the ultimate performance of the grinder in a 

uniqu ay. The new effect of these parameters upon the grinder is to ultimately 

de1~~m h operational precision of the ma.chine. In ductile-regime grinding, for 

,~amp th maintenance of controlled low grinding forces is entirely dependent on 

h four param t . This discus ion, then, will focus upon ea.ch of these elements 

indi idu&Hy ith regard to how they affect the grinding process and how they a.re 

grinding machines have been built with a relatively rigid struc-

flexure from the high grinding forces characteristic of 
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Thi • b h moin 

ord r of ...., 0.1 m. whil h fo c g n rat 

h o of l n i a ing ma.chin tiffn on h ord r of 10 f /m. 

Th adV&Iata,ite o hi h iffn in th ructural loop betw n the grinding wh 

d h or p 

d urban 

• ha i dimin • h deflection error mo ions due to grinding ( or 

. On h o her ha.nd, high rigidi y magnifies the fore that r ult 

f m mo ion bPtvvPftcn th wh l and workpiece. Traditionally, this increased normal 

cu in fore h b n of li tl concern; in ductile-regime grinding it is a vitally 

impor ant co ration. As a d ign goal for the development of a microgrinding 

appara u atic normal rigidity of the structural loop between the wheel and 

h or pi hould b - SOM N / m, roughly an order of magnitude stiffer than 

ha of conv ntional precision grinders.-

2.5.2 Error Motion 

To ob am prec· e dimensional tolerances, the error motions of the machine tool 

comp n m t b controlled or eliminated. Left uncontrolled, error motions on 

inding ma.chine leave their imprint upon the part being ground. This has a 

infi nee on both contour tolerances and urface finish. The form of error 

axial til and radial runout of the grinding wheel spindle, and the 

Ge:1U1!el of fr om inherent in ea.ch lideway . The relative influence of error 

mo ·o on grinding proc • a function of the grinding configuration. To 
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f mo ion ror b minimi ing h n um r o 

p ung g inding appara u rv 11 in thi 

0 h only wo r la ive mo ions r quir d ar ro ation of 

h I and infi d of he workpiece. To produce ful compon nt 

on mor ax· of mo ion is nee ary but all of the e ential el m nt of 

can be tudi d u ing hi simplifi d single-a.xi plung 

m 

For a plung mode grinder using a cup wheel, the only motions that are desired 

ar h infi d motion of the workpiece and the rotation of the grinding wheel. 

D ia io m raigh tn of travel, roll, pitch, yaw, and wheel runouts are error 

mo 10 and m tall be reduced to levels that will not interfere with the desired 

p l anc . Fortunately, most of the error motion described only affect the 

mti!ed mo ion in a econd order way. Errors in radial spindle runout, for example, 

ill 

co 

h grinding wheel poeition with respect to the workpiece in a direction 

direction, and are therefore relatively unimportant in plunge 

. In f ac h only error motion that is of first order in the direction of 

a of axial pindle runout, which directly influences the position of 

p to he workpiece. For this reason, the critical error motionB 

• a plunge grinding apparatus are infeed error and spindle axial 

run.out. T u c of h or motions can be ignificantly diminish d by 
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d pin 1 . 

hould 5 . and a.11 r or mo 10 n h di c ion 

ho Id b main a.in d b low h. valu . 

3 En ironmental ensitivity 

1bra ion and h mal expansion a.re other categorie of error motions that, he-

h may or may no emanate from the ma.chine tool are collectively known 

n ironm n al rror motions. These error motions detrimentally affect the tol-

ranc a.n urface fini h of the pa.rt. They a.re best addressed by first eliminating 

h ir ourc then diminishing their remaining effects. 

ibra ion can result from the grinding machine itself or from an external source. 

In rna.lly gen rated vibrations a.rise from the driving motors of the machine, ro-

ation of an unbalanced load, or errors in the grinding wheel trueness. For the 

dri ing motor a way to reduce to vibrational errors is to isolate the motor from 

h grinding wheel pindle by means of a flexible drive connection. This can be done 

m ral way , from a imple belt drive to a more elaborate flexure coupling To at-

mal vibration sources, the microgrinding apparatus should be mounted 

on a ibra ion • ola d table. 

Th are o compl mentary approaches for elimination of thermal expansion 

bl in a grinding mach"ne environment. The first of these is to build the appa-

ruc ural loop from a ingle type of material, thus effectively cancelling 

ene~ta of hermal gro h. An even more effective ( and experusive) approach is to 
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• i a • on of a h rmally con roil d nv1ronm n . 

2. o ion on rol ystem 

i h I of rror mo 10 reduc d to acceptable leve , the task remain to 

co ol ir d r la iv mo io of he grinding system component . The purpo e of 

to m a.sure the current position of the workpiece with r pect to the 

valua the d ired current position, and use this information to 

an ppropria e feedback signal to the infeed actuator. The important 

co id ra ion for thi control system are: establishment of a stable metrology 

b d rmin tion of the control peed range of interest, and incorporation of 

an appropri con rol algorithm. 

h im drat required for microgrinding are fairly slow (0.002µm/ s to 2.5µm/ s), 

impl integral feedback control scheme can be utilized. 

2.6 ummary 

In h pr ding Chapter, the orig~ of ductile-regime microgrinding of brittle 

a b outlined and the link between increased machine precision and 

ding ductili y has been identified. 

mod b ed upon the micromechanic , thermal contact conditions, 

r mo mechan" ms have been explored. To ome degree, it • pos-
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sible to study the grinding process using the described models. Gross geometrical 

models have been shown to be inapplicable in the determination of brittle/ductile 

grinding regimes, and micromechanical models of the elastic-plastic stress field have 

been used instead. A critical-depth-of-cut model was proposed that takes both the 

fracture toughness and the yield strength, or hardness, into account. Verification 

of this model will form the basis of the experimental portion of this study. 

A framework for designing a microgrinding apparatus has been established. 

Through attention to such details as high rigidity, precision actuation components, 

microtrueing of the grinding wheel, vibration isolation, temperature control, in-

process sensing and integral feedback control, the normal grinding forces can be 

maintained below a threshold value without even monitoring force. A central de-

sign criterion for achieving a ductile material removal regime has been postulated: 

reduction of the grinding infeed rate to levels previously not found in fixed abrasive 

grin din~ systems. 



3 Microgrinding Apparatus 
3.1 Detailed Specification 
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A systematic investigation of the ductile grinding regime demands a grinding 

apparatus utilizing state-of-the-art actuation mechanisms guided by closed loop 

feedback control. For the purposes of this study, the overriding requirement is that 

the grinding machine provides accurate, repeatable control of the workpiece position 

with respect to the grinding wheel. From Yoshioka's early attempts to grind hard 

materials in the ductile regime, it can be seen that a workpiece positioning resolution 

of - 50nm or better is required to maintain a sufficiently small depth of cut to form 

ductile chips in glass [13]. This represents a level of machine precision that is not 

often associated with the grinding process. Such motion accuracy in turn demands 

an extremely rigid structural loop, so that disturbance forces experienced by either 

the workpiece or the grinding wheel will not be translated into significant relative 

motion between the two. 

The apparatus used in this study was designed using the criteria set forth in 

Chapter 2. A schematic of the device is illustrated in Figure 3.1. This test bed has 

been given the acronym PEGASUS (Precision Engineering Grinding Apparatus for 

Super-finishing Ultrahard Surfaces) The machine provides a mechanism for plunge 

grinding with the 6mm wide rim of a 100mm diameter cup shaped grinding wheel. 

The workpieces to be ground are rectangular parallelepipeds measuring 6mm x 
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Figure 3. 1. Schematic of the PEGASUS machine 
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6mm x 18mm. 

As described previously, single axis plunge grinding uses two basic machine 

motions: rotation of the grinding wheel and infeed of the workpiece. Since ductile-

regime grinding demands unusually small relative motion between the workpiece and 

the grinding wheel, both of these actuation mechanisms must have small ( < 50nm) 

error motions in the infeed direction. The rotary motion of the grinding wheel is 

accomplished with a 10cm diameter air bearing spindle 1. This spindle allows rotary 

grinding speeds of up to 5000RP M with axial error motions less than 40nm. In 

addition, most of this axial error motion is repeatable within a revolution of the 

spindle and could be accounted for deterministically. The spindle is rotated by a 

DC motor having a maximum output torque of lN m. The coupling between the 

motor and the air bearing spindle is an annular flexure assembly 2 consisting of two 

parallel annular flexures, connected to each other by ribs. The axis of this flexure is 

concentric to the axes of the grinding spindle and the spindle motor. The purpose 

of the flexure assembly is to transmit torque from the motor shaft to the spindle, 

while preventing any axial or tilt motions of the motor shaft from influencing the 

spindle. 1'wo other coupling systems were investigated: a helical flexure and a 

belt drive. The annular flexure assembly proved to be the best of the three in the 

compromise between error motion isolation and ~orque capacity, as will be described 

in Section 3.3 on the structural evaluation of the grinding apparatus. 

1 Professional Instruments Corp. Blockhead, Model 4B 
2Renbrandt lnc.,Flexy-mite coupling 
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The infeed mechanism for the PEGASUS apparatus was designed to achieve high 

rigidity, 5nm resolution, and relative ease in the fixturing of the workpiece. This 

workpiece positioning device has three subsystems of increasingly finer precision 

that work in series in the infeed direction. Workpiece interchange is facilitated by 

a clamped dovetail slideway with a 15cm linear range. Preliminary positioning of 

the workpiece with respect to the grinding wheel face is achieved with a clamped 

double-reed flexure assembly, actuated by an 80-pitch manually-adjusted lead screw. 

The parallel flexures ensure a nearly horizontal translation of the workpiece over 

a 0.5mm range of travel with lµm resolution. A pair of clamping bolts permits 

rigid fi.xturing of this assembly before the actual grinding infeed is begun. The final 

tier of motion actuation along the workpiece infeed axis is that of grinding infeed 

itself. This is accomplished with a preloaded piezoelectric actuator capable of linear 

motion over a l0µm range with a resoh1tion of 5nm (using closed loop feedback). 

In addition to fine control of the workpiece position with respect to the grind-

ing wheel, precision ductile-regime grinding also requires high machine stiffness to 

minimize error motions due to disturbance forces and vibration. The PEGASUS 

apparatus was designed to obtain an appreciable stiffness. The high precision air 

bearing spindle is the least rigid element in the structural loop, with a stiffness of 

120MN/m in the direction normal to the grinding contact. The spindle is mounted 

on a vertical steel support frame, with a design stiffness of 360M N / m. The design 

stiffness of the workpiece holding flexure in the direction normal to the grinding con-
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tact is 180MN/m, including both bending and shear deflections. The piezoelectric 

actuator has a calculated normal stiffness of 180M N / m. Theoretically, from the 

contributions of the spindle, spindle frame, and workpiece holder, and piezoelectric 

actuator, the stiffness of the entire structural loop should be - SOM N / m. 

It may be important to note, while on the subject of stiffness, that measure-

ments of the overall machine stiffness fail to consider the local bond stiffness at 

each diamond abrasive. Since each abrasive grain is seated in an elastic founda-

tion, this stiffness acts in series with the stiffness of the machine's structural loop. 

Because this bond stiffness influences the local grinding forces, which are directly 

responsible for grinding ductility, the rigidity of the abrasive grain support is of 

some concern. While it would be difficult to measure the local bond stiffness it can 

be theoretically estimated. It can be assumed that each abrasive grain appears to 

the bond material as a rigid cylindrical die loading a semi-infinite matrix. For a 

single grain loaded against the matrix, there will be an elastic deformatjon of the 

matrix and a corresponding displacement of the grain. Timoshenko, [34], gives a 

formulation for this elastic displacement: 

where: 

d = P(l - 1.1
2) 

2rE 

d = Elastic deformation of foundation,. m 

P = Normal grain force, N 

(3.24) 
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1.1 = Poisson's ratio of the bond material 

r = Cross-sectional grain radius, m 

E = Modulus of elasticity of the bond material, N/m 2 

While this formulation is greatly simplified, ignoring actual grain geometry and the 

influence of adjacent grains, it will serve to illustrate the importance of the local 

stiffness properties of the grinding wheel. 

For a bronze bond (E = llOGPa) a 6µm average diamond radius, the local 

stiffness can be determined from Equation 3.24: 

Kbronze = p = 2r E = 130kN / m 
d l -1.1 2 

For a resin bond (E = 7GPa) with the same diamond grains: 

Krenn = 46kN / m 

Clearly, the relative local stiffness depends linearly on the elastic modulus of the 

bond material, and this stiffness is ,_ 15 times larger for bronze bonds than for resin 

bonds. Macroscopically, however, the small local stiffness of the individual dia-

monds combine in parallel to create an extremely rigid surface. Assuming that only 
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half of the 400,000 surface diamonds in the contact area of the grinding wheel ( con-

centration number= 75) are actually contacting the workpiece, the overall stiffness 

of the wheel surface can be estimated: 

N 
K•ur/a.ce =-Krenn= 9GN/m 2 

which has virtually no effect on the overall system stiffness when added in series to 

the stiffness of the other elements in the structural loop. 

Thus, through selection of the appropriate bond material, the forces of the 

grinding process can be manipulated on a local scale with respect to the cutting 

grains to permit a more even distribution of force per grain, resulting in an increased 

likelihood of uniform ductile behavior. 

With high stiffness and accuracy designed into the PEGASUS apparatus, atten-

tion must now be focused upon consideration of precision required of the .workpiece 

position controller. This is important from the standpoint of both metrology and 

control: how much resolution is needed in measurement and how closely must the 

infeed be controlled. A calculation of the machine's required infeed precision pro-

ceeds as follows. From the critical indentation depth model proposed in Chapter 2: 

(3.25) 

the required minimum grain depth-of-cut that will allow ductile material removal 

can be estimated. For design purposes, the nominal bulk properties of the workpiece 
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material can be used in evaluating this critical-depth-of-cut. As an example, for the 

nominal properties of silicon, de ,..., 70nm. This, then is the nominal grain depth of 

cut that is predicted to cause a transition from ductile to brittle material removal 

on silicon workpieces. H the normal load on a diamond abrasive grain is similar in 

form to the normal load on a diamond indenter, the load corresponding to a given 

depth of cut can be calculated as follows. For a pyramid shaped abrasive grain, the 

following relationships were established in Chapter 2. 

where: 

z,..., a cot8 

z = Abrasive indentation depth 

a = Abrasive contact diameter 

8 = Abrasive pyramid half-angle 

Pn = Normal load on an abrasive grain 

n· = Material hardness 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Choosing silicon as a workpiece material and 8 = 68°, the normal load on a given 

grain that will induce fracture (i.e. when z = de can be calculated from Equa-
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tions 3.25, 3.26, and 3.27. For silicon, this critical load is: 

Pn = 337µ,N. 

For a cup diamond grinding wheel, concentration #75 (0.19 vol fraction dia-

mond), consisting of 6µ,m grit diamond, there are - 1010diamonds/m 2• In the 

PEGASUS configuration, with a 6mm x 6mm contact area, this means that there 

are nominally 4x105 exposed diamonds that could potentially contact the surface 

at a given time. It must be assumed, however, that these exposed diamonds can 

protrude from the bond by as much as 3µ,m (1/2 of their diameter) to as little as 

Oµm (flush with bond), even on a wheel that has been trued. Scanning electron 

microscope photographs of the grinding wheel confirm this apparent variation in 

diamond protrusion (Figure 3.2). A linear distribution for the diamond protrusion 

can be presumed, which gives: 

where: 

Xn = Abrasive grain protrusion for the n th abrasive grain 

N = Number of diamonds in the contact area 

(3.28) 
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Figure 3.2. Scanning electron photomicrographs of a trued grinding wheel surface. 
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A maximum penetration ( de) that will just avoid brittle fracture can be determined 

from Equation 6.48. By assigning this penetration to the outermost diamond, the 

number of diamonds in contact with the workpiece N c can be estimated by: 

Therefore: 

Ne= Ndc 
3 • 106 

The indentation depth for the n th grain is given by: 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

The load on the n th grain can be calculated by combining Equations 3.26, 3.27, 

3.30, and 3.31: 

(3.32) 

The total load exerted by the wheel on the workpiece will be: 

(3.33) 

By substituting the formula for P,,, into this equation and simplifying the summation 

( assuming large Ne): 

(3.34) 
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For silicon, Fn - 2.5N. Therefore, the total normal wheel load must be kept below 

- 2.SN to achieve ductile grinding on silicon on the PEGASUS apparatus. Since 

this analysis assumes a rigid grain support matrix, it will be conservative in its 

estimation of permissible load. Because of the elastic nature of the grain supports, 

the number of contacting diamonds will be larger than predicted here, increasing 

the ductile-brittle transition normal force on the wheel. 

In summary, the required infeed rate precision for a ductile-regime grinder is 

- 10nm, or about one tenth of the grain-depth-of-cut that produces a transition 

from ductile to brittle material removal. The normal load per abrasive grain must be 

kept below - 300µN, and the overall normal load on the wheel must be maintained 

below - 2.SN. 

A piezoelectric actuator, chosen as the workpiece feeding mechanism, allows 

an infeed resolution of 5nm. The grinding wheel spindle is specified with an 

axial rll:nout of 40nm, but measurements made on a trued grinding wh~el indicate 

that most of this runout is repeatable. This means that continuous cutting depths 

smaller than 40nm are not possible, but intermittent cutting, corresponding to the 

"high" spot of the spindle's axial runout, can be made with cutting depths of less 

than 5nm. 

3.2 Metrology 

Both displacement and force can be monitored on the PEGASUS grinder. The 

range, bandwidth, and resolution of these measurement systems are well matched 
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to the requirements stated in the earlier parts of this section. For displacement, a 

lever-type inductive gage is used. This contacting probe is capable of 5nm resolution 

over a 0.5mm range at frequencies from DC to lOH z. It is positioned to measure 

the workpiece infeed at a point adjacent to the grinding zone on the leading face 

of the workpiece. Because it measures at the leading edge of the workpiece, any 

thermal expansion of the workpieces during grinding can be directly compensated 

by the controller. The gage is fixed to the rigid saddle of the dovetail slideway, which 

supports the grinding wheel spindle. Before use, the inductive gage was calibrated 

against a capacitive gage to verify its resolution and bandwidth. 

For force measurement, two different systems are used. the tangential force of 

the workpiece/wheel interface (i.e. the material removal force) is monitored by mea-

suring the current applied to the DC motor (which was servo-controlled to provide 

constant rotational speed). Because there is a linear relationship between motor cur-
- . 

rent and motor torque, a simple resistive circuit (provided on the servo-controller) 

allows measurement of motor torque. The resolution of this torque measurement is 

,_ Sx10-•Nm, with a bandwidth of lHz. Since the grinding wheel's contact area 

with the workpiece is at a nominal radius of 5cm, the tangential grinding force res-

olution provided by this torque signal is ,_ lOmN. The total deliverable torque of 

the motor is - lNm, corresponding to a tangential force of 1!1N. For most of the 

materials to be ground on this apparatus, this range and resolution is well suited 

for measurement of the microgrinding tangential forces. 
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Normal force measurement is a more difficult task, since the gage itself becomes 

part of the structural loop, comprising the overall stiffness of the machine. To 

measure normal force, a strain gage load cell was inserted into the workpiece holder 

between the piezoelectric actuator and the workpiece itself. This gage has a range 

of 450N with a resolution of O.lN and a bandwidth of 5kH z. 

3.3 Structural Evaluation 

A series of tests were carried out to verify the design features of the PEGASUS 

apparatus and to evaluate the overall stiffness and environmental sensitivity of the 

system. These are the parameters that will have a bearing on the ductility of the 

material removal process. 

3.3.1 Machine Stiffness 

The axial stiffness (normal to the grinding direction) at the interface between the 

workpiece and the grinding wheel was measured by inserting a strain gage load cell, 

a piezoelectric actuator, a.nd a displacement gage between the workpiece and the 

grinding wheel. A sinusoidal forcing function was exerted by the piezoelectric actua-

tor, a.nd both the force and displacement histories were recorded on a.n oscilloscope. 

For the quasi-static stiffness, measured with a forcing frequency of 0.25H z, the av-

erage stiffness was 52M N / m with a measurement standard deviation of 6M N / m. 

This compares well with the design stiffness, calculated at SOM N / m. AB the forcing 

frequency is increased, the dynamic stiffness of the grinding contact can be deter-
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mined. For a 25H z forcing frequency, the average stiffness of the system increases 

to 116MN/m, with a measurement standard deviation of 28MN/m. These values 

of normal stiffness are at least an order of magnitude larger than that encountered 

on a conventional grinding machine. Nonetheless, such rigidity is common to high 

precision machining systems; e.g. diamond turning machines. 

While the largest forces generated in ductile-regime plunge grinding are nor-

mal to the grinding contact, the material removal forces are in a direction tan-

gent to the contact (parallel to the wheel motion at the contact). The stiffness of 

the wheel/workpiece contact in this tangent direction was measured by applying a 

dead weight loading to the workpiece holder and measuring its tangential deflection 

relative to the grinding wheel spindle. This measurement was made with a lever-

type inductive gage and loads from 0-lON. The average tangential stiffness was 

38M N / m, with a measurement standard deviation of 1.5M N / m. While the stiff-

ness in ·this direction is lower than in the normal direction, the grinding ·forces here 

are also lower, by approximately an order of magnitude. For minimizing position 

errors in the presence of unknown disturbance forces, then, the limiting stiffness is 

still that ln the normal direction of grinding. 

The addition of the normal force sensor to the workpiece holder diminishes 

the overall system stiffness, in both the normal and tangential directions. Static 

stiffness measurements were made in each of these directions as outlined above for 

the workpiece holder alone. In the normal direction to the grinding contact, the 
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average stiffness was reduced to 19M N /m, with a measurement standard deviation 

of 3MN/m. This is approximately 1/3 of the normal stiffness that was measured 

without the load cell. Even more significant, however, is the change of stiffness in 

the grinding direction with the addition of the load cell. In this direction, the static 

stiffness average drops to 0.61MN/m, 1/60 as rigid as the system was without the 

load cell. This loss in stiffness is due to the design of the load cell, which must 

remain insensitive to lateral forces while measuring normal forces. Thus, lateral 

compliance is built into the gage. Clearly, this is an inappropriate design for use 

in a grinding system that generates forces in two directions. Nonetheless, it is 

important to evaluate the relative size of the normal forces in grinding, and the 

temporary inclusion of this gage for measuring these normal forces is useful, even 

though the system stiffness is altered by the measurement. 

3.3.2 Environmental Sensitivity 

To ensure dimensional accuracy on the grinder and its concomitant metrology 

systems, the effects of thermal and mechanical disturbances must be addressed. 

Thermally, dimensional expansion and contraction of the components and sensors 

on PEGASUS is limited by controlling the thermal environment in the room to 

±0.1 °C. Additionally, by constructing the entire structural loop out of the same 

material (steel), the effects of differential thermal expansion are diminished. As 

a final passive measure against thermal gradients during grinding, the wheel and 

workpiece are enclosed within a plexiglass shroud. 
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Mechanical vibrations comprise another category of environmental disturbance 

that must be minimized to avoid error motion. These can be divided into two 

types: those external to the grinding apparatus and those generated by the grinding 

itself. To attenuate external vibration sources, the dovetail slideway base of the 

grinder bolted to a 500kg vibration-isolation table, which acts as a low pass filter 

for mechanical vibrations. The table's natural frequency is lH z and it attenuates 

vibrational frequencies of lOH z and above by more than 40dB. Frequencies below 

lH z are not attenuated by the vibration isolation table, but these are more likely 

to cause rigid body motion of the entire apparatus than they are to cause relative 

motion of its constituent parts. Such rigid body motion will have little influence on 

the mechanical accuracy of the grinding process. 

Internally generated vibrations result primarily from three sources: grinding 

wheel axial runout (lack of trueness), grinding wheel balance, and spindle motor 

vibration. Wheel trueness will be discussed later in this Chapter. Balance of the 

grinding wheel is accomplished statically, through the adjustment of four counter 

weighting set screws located on the periphery of the air bearing spindle. Because 

the air bearing offers almost no frictional resistance, it is easily balanced by moving 

the set screws in or out of their threaded holes so that there is no "preferred" rest 

position. Upon achieving this level of balance, the major contributor to the internal 

vibration of the apparatus is the vibration of the motor driver. This vibration is 

diminished by the use of a flexible coupling between the motor and the spindle. 
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Three types of flexible couplings were explored for PEGASUS: a. flat belt drive, a. 

helical flexure, and an annular flexure. 

The flat belt drive consists of a. pair of 5cm diameter crowned pulleys and a. 

30cm x 1cm x 0.1cm elastomer belt. The helical coupling consists of a. 1.5cm 

diameter x 2.5cm long cylinder, with a. 0.6cm bore. The walls of this cylinder a.re 

ma.chined through to the interior with a. helical groove, which provides the required 

compliance for the device. The annular flexure coupling consists of a. pair of annular 

rings measuring 3.8cm on the outside diameter, 2.0cm on the inside diameter, and 

0.25mm thick. These a.re connected concentric to ea.ch other by short, stiff ribs. 

Ea.ch annular ring is connected by ribs to a.n end sleeve that is also concentric with 

ea.ch ring. 

The latter two couplings require careful concentric alignment of the axes of the 

motor shaft and the spindle for adequate performance. The structural vibration 
. . 

transmitted by each of these couplings was evaluated, as was the maximum torque 

ca.pa.city of ea.ch. From these considerations, an evaluation of the optima.I coupling 

can be ma.de. The desired range of cutting velocities demands spindle rotational 

speeds from ~2500RP M. The limits of structural vibration, then, ·can be deter-

mined by measuring the a.xia.l acceleration of the spindle frame while driving the 

motor through a. range of rotational speeds from O - 2500RP M. Sending this vi bra.-

tion signal to a. spectrum analyzer and acquiring a. "pea.k" power spectrum provides 

a. convenient window into the vibration induced by the coupling. A pea.k power 
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spectrum is one in which the maximum vibrational energy at ea.ch rotational fre-

quency is recorded for the frequency range under analysis. By slowly increasing 

the spindle rotation from ~2500RP M while acquiring a peak acceleration power 

spectrum, the spectral energy for frequencies from DC to 42H z (0 - 2500RP M) 

can be obtained. From this power spectrum, the maximum structural vibration at a 

given rotational frequency can be determined simply by finding the spectral energy 

associated with that frequency. 

Peak acceleration spectra for the three couplings are illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

All three power spectra are scaled equally. The uppermost power spectrum is of the 

belt drive system. This coupling system exhibits a resonance at 4H z (240RP M) and 

a smaller harmonic at about 8H z ( 480RP M). Above these speeds, the vibration 

is uniform and relatively low in amplitude. The middle spectrum is of the helical 

coupling induced vibration. This flexure device exhibits small spectral peaks at 

3Hz (180RPM), 5Hz (300RPM), and 14Hz (840RPM), and resonances at 23Hz 

(1400RP M), and 44H z (2600RP M). Between these spectral peaks, the level of the 

vibration varies, but is usually higher than that exhibited by the belt drive. The 

bottom sp·ectrum is of the annular ring flexure assembly. The resonant frequency for 

this device is at 38H z (2300RP M) with smaller spectral peaks at 41H z (25DORP M) 

and 14H z (840RP M). Aside from these peaks, the vibrational coupling is uniformly 

lower than that obtained for either of the other couplings. 

For torque delivery, both the helical coupling and the annular ring assembly can 
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Figure 3.3. Peak vibration power spectra for three motor-to-spindle couplings. 

Top: Flat belt. Middle: Helical coupling. Bottom: Annular flexures. 
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transmit the entire IN m output capacity of the motor. The belt drive, on the other 

hand, begins to slip at 0.4N m torque. 

From these results, the annular flexure was deemed to be the most appropri-

ate compromise between high torque capacity and low structural vibration. At 

500RP M, the speed at which the majority of the microgrinding experiments were 

conducted, the peak vibration level of the spindle due to the motor is < 10nm with 

this coupling. This vibration will appear as a once-per-revolution contribution to 

the axial runout of the spindle. 

3.4 lnfeed Control System 

Perhaps the most important element of the grinding apparatus that determines 

its capacity for ductile-regime grinding is the regulation of the infeed of the work-

piece. Closed-loop real-time feedback control is the only method of ensuring sub-

micrometer precision for this infeed, and is thus a necessary component of the grind-

ing apparatus. The first step in designing a controller is to evaluate the transfer 

function of the controlled variable; in this case, the piezoelectric (PZT) workpiece 

actuator. 

The transfer function of the system is made up of two stages: the PZT power am-

plifier and the transducer. The power amplifier stage transforms the input control 

signals into high voltages to be applied to the piezoelectric transducer. The trans-

ducer stage transforms the voltage applied to the· piezoelectric into a corresponding 

motion.The transfer function of the PZT power amplifier transfer function exhibits 
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90° of phase lag and 7dB of attenuation from DC to 2kHz. Over this same fre-

quency range, the transfer function of the piezoelectric actuator is relatively flat in 

both phase and magnitude. The combined spectrum is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 

Based on the relative lack of complexity of the transfer function and low grind-

ing infeed rates required, an integral feedback scheme was chosen as the system 

controller. This type of control is relatively insensitive to the system model, and 

ensures an elimination of all steady state errors. The algorithm implemented uses 

a digitally-generated ramp signal as a reference input ( desired position), and mea-

sures the difference between the actual position and the desired position. This error 

signal is multiplied by the system gain and added to the current digital output sig-

nal (integrated). This signal is then converted from a digital signal to an analog 

one. A low pass filter follows the d/a converter, to smooth the output step. This 

filtered control signal is sent into the power amplifier, which actuates the piezo-

electric transducer. The resulting motion of the workpiece is then detected by the 

displacement sensor, converted to a digital signal, and compared to the currently 

desired reference level to generate a new error signal, completing the feedback loop. 

The overall infeed of the workpiece, then, will follow the shape of the digitally gen-

erated reference signal. This algorithm is demonstrated schematically in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.6 shows an example of the effectiveness of this algorithm in controlling the 

infeed of a workpiece. In these plots, the lower curve is workpiece position versus 

time, which faithfully follows the prescribed ramp. The upper curve is the input 
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signal versus time for the piezoelectric actuator during this infeed. As can be seen, 

the piezoelectric actuator was being influenced by an oscillatory disturbance (in this 

case, traced to a ±0.5°C room temperature fluctuation). This illustrates the effec-

tiveness of feedback control in eliminating the influence of undesired environmental 

disturbances. It is important to consider the disengagement of the workpiece from 

the wheel. If this is not done quickly, there may be some ambiguity about the final 

infeed rate experienced by the workpiece. To ensure immediate disengagement, an 

interrupt signal is sent to the controller upon full extension of the PZT or upon 

completion of the specified ramp. For either of these conditions, the PZT is fully 

retracted on the next computer clock cycle. 

The integral gain and the frequency cutoff of the low-pass filter are the two 

variables that determine the accuracy and smoothness of the infeed ramp. While 

the overall slope of the ramping infeed is important, it may not be as important as 
. . 

the smoothness of the infeed. Consider the example of a ramping infeed that consists 

of many discrete unit steps. The instantaneous feed rate at any given moment is 

either zero (during the dwell periods) or infinite (during the step advance), while 

the average infeed is some intermediate value. For ductile-regime •grinding, the 

instantaneous infeed may well be an important consideration, and as such must be 

regulated. Figure 3. 7 shows a portion of the actual infeed of the workpiece for two 

different integral gains. While both have the same average slope, the lower infeed 

signal is clearly more uniform. Figure 3.8 illustrates the importance of a filter on 
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Figure 3.6. Control of PEGASUS infeed. Bottom curve: Workpiece position vs 

time for a 10 µm infeed. Top curve: Output signal to PZT, indicating the 

presence of an oscillatory thermal disturbance. 
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the d/a output. The lower curve shows a portion of infeed motion obtained without 

a.ny filtration, while the upper curve shows a portion of a 0.25µm / s infeed motion 

with a !OOH z low pass filter on the d/ a output signal. The integral gain a.nd 

d/ a output filtration were experimentally optimized, and permit infeed rates from 

5nm/ s to l.25µm/ s with no more than 250nm deviation from the desired position 

over the entire infeed, and no more than 5nm deviation from the desired position 

over a given revolution of the grinding wheel. 

3.5 Trueing the Grinding Wheel 

Trueing is the process of reducing the runout of the mounted grinding wheel 

so that the contact forces between the abrasive grains and the workpiece can be 

reliably controlled. Trueing accuracy represents an additional factor that needs to 

be controlled to ensure knowledge of the position of the workpiece with respect to 

the grinding wheel. In the PEGASUS configuration, this requires machining the 

rim of the cup wheel to reduce its axial runout. Since the wheel is mounted on an 

air bearing spindle that has an unrepeatable runout of less than 10nm, this value 

represents a lower limit of the obtainable trueness of the grinding wheel on this 

apparatus. 

There are two predominant methods of trueing that are currently used for pre-

cision diamond grinding wheels: wear of the wheel against another solid abrasive 

surface, and single point diamond facing of the wheel. Traditionally, the former 

method has utilized a. brake-controlled trueing wheel of a. less abrasive nature {sil-
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·co carbide or alumina). More recently, brake-controlled trueing with a.noth r 

iamond I hu been ucc fully demonstrated. With this technique the top 

of h abrasive d"amonds on both wheels become flattened a.n effect that may have 

om infiu nee on th cutting characteristics of the grinding wheel. On the PE-

GAS S apparatus both of the trueing techniques described above were tried, with 

limi d ucces . Trueing against a solid abrasive, diamond or otherwise, was excep-

tionally low, and reduced the as-mounted axial wheel runout from 4µm to lµm 

·n 14 hours of r.ontinuous abrasion. Single point diamond trueing showed greater 

promise, reducing the wheel runout to less than 0.6µm after several passes of the 

tool. A catastrophic increase in runout, probably due to chipping of the diamond 

tool showed this trueing method to be extremely sensitive to the trueing conditions. 

The trueing technique that was found to be most successful was that of diamond 

paste "lapping" of the grinding wheel. Feeding a pyrex lap into the grinding wheel 

with a generous supply of diamond paste in the contact region proved effective in 

reducing the runout from 4µm to less than 0.12µm peak-to-valley after four lOOµm 

infeeds of the lap (Figure 3.9). This level of trueing accuracy ranks as the state-of-

the-art for diamond grinding wheels. 

I wu found hat a paste composed of diamonds (9µm diameter) that were about 

he ame ize as the diamonds in the wheel (4-8µm diameter) were most efficient in 

e rueing proc , u compared to larger (25µm diameter) and smaller (lµm and 
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3 m diame r) diamond pas es. This trueing echnique was effective for both resin 

and bronze bonded grinding wheel.a. 

3.6 Summary 

A.a illU1trated in Figure 3.10 the microgrinding apparatus described in this chap-

ter extends well into the "microgrinding gap" described in Chapter 1. A summary 

of the specifications, structural evaluation, precision, sensors, and control system 

comprising the PEGASUS apparatus is presented below: 

• 0 - 5000RP M spindle driven through either a belt or a fiexible direct coupling 

by a de servomotor. 

• Torque measurement capability through de motor current monitoring. 

• ~'heel trueing to 125nm overall axial error, 10nm unrepeatable. 

• Flood coolant 

• "-8µm diamond grinding wheels, bronze or resin bond 

• Infeed measurement for feedback and control via a lever-type inductance gage 

(resolution - 5nm). Piezoelectric infeed overall range; 0 - IOµm. 

• C oeed loop in.tegral infeed control. 

• Controlled infeed rates: 12.Snm/ s to l.25µm/ s. 
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Figure 3.10. The 'microgrinding gap' versus·the operating range of PEGASUS. 
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The hypothesis set forth in Chapter 1 was that hard, normally brittle materials 

can be ground in a ductile regime if the scale of material removal can be made small 

enough. More specifically, this machining must take place at material removal rates 

that are greater tha.n those used in polishing but less than those previously obtain-

able in grinding; i.e. the so-called microgrinding gap. Chapter 3 details the design 

of a.n apparatus that largely covers the range of material removal rates comprising 

th microgrinding gap. What remains, then, is to develop a.n experimental program 

to test the validity of the ductile-regime grinding hypothesis. In particular, a.n eval-

uation of the material removal regime as a function of the machining condition., a.nd 

material propertiea is required, with the goal of establishing a correlation between 

hese parameters a.nd the ductility of the grinding process. 

The critical-depth-of-cut model proposed in Chapter 2 predicts that a transition 

between ductile and brittle material removal will occur for any brittle material and 

hat the ductility of the material removal regime will increase with a decreasing 

grinding depth-of-cut. 

erification of this model demands several difficult measurements. The ductil-

i Y or brittleness of the material removal regime, for example, must somehow be 

uc ained ei her during the grinding process or by a post-grinding analysis of the 
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und urfae . nfo unately hia measurement of surface ductility is by not an 

bliahed ecience. Currently, no method of quantification of ductility is available 

t hi.I ii an euential ingredient in any formulation of a brittle-ductile transition 

mod 1. The tranaition from ductile machining to brittle machining is itself an un-

charted area of research. Whether this transition is sharp and easily identified or 

1ubtle and indistinct is uncertain. 

These unknown.a then, along with the basic hypothesis of a critical depth-of-cut, 

form the baaia for launching into an experimental program. Additional experiments 

that can shed light onto the role of other variables on surface ductility must also be 

explored. The propOBed critical-depth-of-cut model does not include the machining 

variables of speed, stiffness, or grinding force, nor the environmental variables of 

coolant or grinding temperature, nor the material variables relating to thermal 

properties, chemistry, or structure. 

A comprehensive experimental investigation of all of these variables is a mon-

umental task, yet to ignore their influence when so little is known about the phe-

nomenon of ductile-regime material removal is unwise. A more reasonable approach 

is to laun~h an exploratory study, testing the variables that are most likely to have 

an effect on the grinding regime with a view toward establishing trends and rela-

tionship rather han providing comprehensive statistical data. 

The experimental taaks can be delineated as follows: 

• Grinding Testa 
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mfy the microgrinding capabilities of PEGASUS. 

el t and grind varioua hard materials in search of the ductile-to-brittle 

r&llJli 10D. 

For model materials investigate the influence of speed and coolant on 

the ductility of he material removal. 

• Explore the influence of grinding wheel bond on grinding ductility. 

• {euurements 

• Establish a technique for quantification of grinding ductility. 

• Measure the relevant surface properties of the brittle materials selected 

for the microgrinding tests. 

• Measure the microgrinding r~idual stress. 

• Measure acoustic emission signals during microgrinding to explore their 

potential u an in-process meuure of grinding ductility. 

4.2 Verification of the Microg inding Capabilities 
of PEGASUS 

.>J &n initial teat of the PEGASUS apparatus and its capacity for ductile-regime 

grind' , a material that normally undergoes a brittle material removal regime 

in con ention grinding wu prepared for a "proving" grind on the PEGASUS 

rnvbio'!. The sample single crystal silicon, wu ground on both a conventional 
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urfac d and on PEG S . The resulting urfa.ces were compar din a.n E .. I 

A h op • a conventionally ground surfa.ce howing cha.ra.cteristic regions of 

bri le fracture and rough topography while at the bottom is the surface ground 

on PEGASUS demonatrating a nearly completely plastic material removal regime. 

bile no attempt was made to enumerate all of the differences between the two 

ma.chin his figure provides evidence that the guidelines used in developing the 

PEGASUS grinder were successful in obtaining the ductile grinding regime. This 

r ult might have been anticipated for silicon, since its estimated "critical-depth-of-

cut de is approximately 0.42µm, which is large in comparison to most other 'hard' 

materials. Thus, it would be expected that the large de of silicon ( about 4 times as 

high as de for soda-lime glass) would make it relatively easy to grind in a ductile 

r gune. 

4.3 Procedure for Grinding Experiments 

A protocol was established for the microgrinding tests to ensure experimental 

rep a ability, and is outlined here. The material workpiece samples were cut to 

ize (5mm x 5mm x 5mm parallelepipeds) with a diamond wafering saw. Several 

ampl of each material were ma.chined, with ca.re taken to ensure common orien-

a io for he cry talline sample materials. Ea.ch specimen was then bonded to a 

or piece base with a cyanoa.crylate adhesive. The leading face of the work-

pi urface as hen ground flat on a conventional reciprocating surface grinder 



i i icon ground on a conventional precision grinder (top), and on the 

pparat (bottom) 



\\ heel Type 360 grit, diamond 

Wheel Speed 23m/s 

Table Speed 0.15m/s 

Downfeed lOµm/pass 

Coolant H20 

Table 4.1. Grinding conditions for workpiece surface preparation 

under the condition listed in Table 4.1 

The PEGASUS grinding apparatus was prepared by first trueing the wheel to 

e.n Rmos: of 125nm or less. The workpiece base containing the sample to be ground 

was then bolted onto the workpiece holding device. Next, the dovetail slideway 

addle upon which the workpiece holding device is mounted was advanced toward 

he grinding wheel. When the workpiece surface was within 0.5mm of the grinding 

wheel the dovetail slideway's movable saddle was locked down with two clamping 

1 ven. The piezoelectric actuator was then extended to one half of its full scale 

travel. Following this, the parallel flexure assembly was slowly advanced, using 

he O pitch lead screw, until a resistance was felt in a manual rotation of the air 

bearing pindle. The PZT was then retracted so that there was no longer contact 

between he orkpiece e.nd the grinding wheel, and the flexure assembly was then 

clamped into poei ion. ext, the spindle motor was turned on e.nd accelerated to a 

peed. The coolant flow was begun, and the contacting displacement gage 



adjua1~ea for a r adou of zero. To limina any traru5ien th rmal effect th 

n allow d o run for at least five minut , during which time the 

or monitored on an oscilloscope. Control of the infeed i 

en urn d over o the computer control program via the microcomputer. This 

compu r was used o monitor the infeed and to control the piezoelectric actuator 

h mo or peed and the reference signal (infeed ramp). 

Throughout the infeed and retra.ction process, the workpiece displacement and 

angentia.l grinding force were also monitored and recorded on a digital oscilloscope. 

The peak average value of the tangential force was maintained for each cut. Upon 

completion of a lOµm infeed, the flexure was undamped, advanced 8µm, then 

reclamped. The displacement gage was then reset to zero, and the next 8µm infeed 

was begun. This cycle was repeated at the end of ea.ch infeed until the required 

d pth of cut was obtained. 

4.4 Selection and Grinding of Various Hard Ma-
terials in Search of the Ductile-to-Brittle Tran-
sition 

"ith the qualitative operational cha.ra.cteristics of the ductile-regime grinding 

appara us tabl" hed, quantification of the grinding regime as a function of the 

ma ial properti of the workpiece and the operational variables of the grinder is 

n 
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. . 1 a erial election 

ion of the materia o test grind • driven by several objectives: repro-

ducibility of r ul relevance of the resulting data to commercially important ma-

terials and inclusion of a broad variety of structures a.nd properties. First, to 

ur hat the experimental results will be reproducible, a series of model crys-

t llin olids were included. These materials present known quantities in terms of 

tructur homogeneity, and bulk properties. Also, the fracture mechanics and the 

phy ic of plastic deformation via dislocation motion a.re known for these materi-

a and can be interpreted on a.n atomic scale. Additionally, these materials a.re 

readily probed by Raman Spectroscopy to determine residual surface and subsur-

fac tres e . By using single crystals, the effects of grain boundaries on the small 

cal material properties can be elimin_ated. The single crystal materials selected 

were: ilicon germanium, and quartz. Silicon and germanium a.re commonly used 

emiconductor materials, whereas quartz is a representative optical material. Much 

of the commercial grinding of hard materials is performed on amorphous glasses. 

For this reason, this waa chosen aa another group that ought to be represented in 

his experimental tudy. These materials have many properties in common with the 

hard ingle crystals, but their amorphous structure gives them an entirely different 

frac ure behavior, lacking in cleavage planes and preferred slip orientations. The 

mectlania· ma of macroscopic fracture and plastic deformation a.re well explored for 

amorphous gl es but their microscopic phenomenology is less well known than 
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prop 
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he amorphoua glu ch en for experim ntal grindin w r 

ilica and zerodur. Soda-lime glass is the mo t common of 

indow glass. Fused silica is a structural 

used in lens molding. Its chemical composition and many of its 

are the ame u its single crystal counterpart, quartz. A final interest-

ing (i ature of f ed ilica is its tendency to irreversibly densify under an applied 

hydr tatic compres ive stress, a characteristic that has earned it the title of an 

anomalous gla.s . Zerodur is a glass-ceramic, consisting of both amorphous and 

polycry talline phases, that is most notable for its unusually low coefficient of ther-

mal expansion (- 10- 1m/m°C). Because of this feature, zerodur is often used in 

preci&ion devices that cannot tolerate the dimensional deformation that normally 

accompani temperature variations within a material. 

The final major category of ard materials included in this study is advanced ce-

ramics. These materials are finding widespread and accelerated use, largely because 

of th ir exceptional wear resistance and heat resistance. The structure of these ma-

iala ia not achieved through thermodynamic processing, but rather through the 

proc of intering, reaction bonding, and powder technology. As a result of this 

proc ing he microetructure of these materials is often complex, and there is lit-

1 guarantee that the bulk properties will be similar to the microscopic properties 

of conati u n particles. Because of their expanding commercial use, however, 

it • impor ant tha advanced ceramics are included in any comprehensive study 



p m on of grinding of ha.rd ma erials. The advanced ceramic cho n 

fi r rim n al grinding wer : reaction bonded silicon ca.rbide, alumina zirconia 

and toughened zirconia. ilicon carbide is a common structural ceramic that is 

d for lens molding. The micr06tructure of reaction bonded silicon ca.rbide 

cons· of gra.ina of silicon carbide surrounded at the grain bounda.ries by pockets 

of ilicon. Th" provides an interesting case study for ductile-regime grinding by 

in roducing the effect of a second phase on the overall ductility of the surface. Alu-

mina is the chemical equivalent of sapphire, though their different structures cause 

ignificantly different behavior between the two. Alumina. is often noted for the 

pr ence of glassy phases and voids, and these will no doubt affect the grinda.bility 

of the urface. For this study, a relatively void-free alumina. was chosen. Zirconia 

• an important ceramic that can exhibit uncha.racteristically high toughness due 

to a local irreversible phase-transformation that occurs when the ceramic is sub-

j t d to a stress. This phase transformation is not volume conserving; the region 

in the vicinity of the transformation is subjected to a crack-a.rresting compressive 

due to a volume increase of the transformed phase. The influence of this 

transformation toughening is dramatic on a macroscopic sea.le, with toughened zir-

conia exhibiting many times the fracture toughness of untoughened zirconia. This 

ductile-regime grinding study includes both toughened and untoughened zirconia 

ampl and a comparison of their machining properties should yield insight into 

the con ribution of toughening mechanisms to surface ductility. 
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Coolan 

•- µm diamond bronze bond 

H20 

ork aterial FW1ed Silica 

Cutting Speeds 500RPM (2.5m/s) 

lnfeed Rates 

Total Plunge 

1.5, 7.5, 37.5, 50.0, 75.0 nm/rev 

40µm 

9 

Tabl 4.2. Microgrinding conditions used to test for the brittle-ductile transition 

on fused ilica. 

4.4.2 Microgrinding of Fused Silica 

Ha.ving selected a broad range of materials, the experiments to test for transition 

from ductile to bri tie grinding can begin. The first experimental data-set was made 

on fused ilica. with the goal of trying to identify the transition from ductile to 

brittle m terial removal. The machining conditions used for this test are given in 

Ta.ble 4.2. 

Th' et of experiments corresponds to material removal rates per unit wheel 

id h from x10- 5mm 3 /mm s to 3xio- 5mm 3 /mm s. This range covers the lower 

por ion of the microgrinding gap. Indeed, this is where one would expect to find a 

tranai ion for fused silica., which baa low values of toughness and estimated critical-

d p h-of-cut. 



.3 icrogrinding of Other Materials 

For h of , each sample from he set of different ha.rd materi 1 

ound ing a mall sub e of fixed machining conditions. The purpo e of 

h" exp rimen was o tes the critical-depth-of-cut model, and to ascertain the 

grinding ductili y of the various ha.rd materials as a function of the grinding infeed 

ra . Th cope of this eries of experiments a.re outlined in Table 4.3. It is expected 

hat mo of he materials represented will show some variation in ductility over 

h' rang of grinding infeed rates. These experiments should provide insight into 

he material properties important to microgrinding ductility. 

4.5 Experiments to Test the Influence of Micro-
grinding Speed 

The critical-depth-of-cut model is not affected by the grinding wheel speed. 

Judging from other studies of brittle material removal, this may prove to be a valid 

umption. Single diamond turning tests on silicon and germanium, for example, 

have hown little change in surface fracture resulting from changes in cutting speed 

(3SJ. Pioneering single point grinding studies on various glasses were made by 

chink er. His conclusions indicated a phenomenological transition in the material 

fracture proces between lm/ s and lOOm/ s cutting speeds, yet the critical depth-

of-cu to produce chipping damage and fracture remained virtually unchanged over 

h" range of grinding speeds (8). 

To m ure the influence of grinding wheel speed on surface ductility, a series 
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Wo k Materials Soda-Lime Glass 

Alumina 

Zerodur 

Quartz 

Zirconia 

Toughened Zirconia 

Germanium 

Silicon 

Silicon Carbide 

Wheel 4-8µm diamond, bronze bond 

Coolant H20 

Cutting Speeds 500RPM (2.5m/s) 

Infeed Rates 1.5, 7.5, 37.5 nm/rev 

Total Plunge 40µm 

Table 4.3. Microgrinding conditions used to test the expanded material matrix. 
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or a eri Fus d Silica 

Zerodur 

Silicon 

\ heel 4-Sµm diamond, bronze bond 

Cutting Speeds 0.5, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 12.5 m/ s 

lnfeed Rate 7.5 nm/rev 

Total Plunge 40µm 

Table 4.4. Microgrinding conditions used for tests of the influence of grinding 

p d on grinding ductility. 

of experiments were planned in which the grinding chip thickness (i.e. the grinding 

im d per revolution of the wheel) was maintained at a constant value, while the 

grinding wheel speed itself was varied from 0.5m/s to 12.5m/s. 

Table 4.4 summarizes the conditions used in this series of tests. 

4.6 Experiments to Test the Influence of Grind-
ing Wheel Bond 

The origin of the critical-depth-of-cut model is in fact not rooted in a critical 

d p an&ly • • rather i is the product of a critical / orce analysis. The critical 



p COD ion only ar· from the inden a ion hardnes relationship : 

h 

Pn = indenter load, N 

H = hardness, GPa 

Pn = H{J a2 

z = a cot9 

= dimensionless indenter shape factor (- 1) 

a = characteristic dimension of the residual impression, m 

z = indentation depth, m 

9 = indenter half-angle 

3 

( 4.35) 

(4.36) 

For a grinding wheel, the relationship between infeed rate ( depth of cut) and normal 

force • not u simply defined u it is for indentation. In particular, the infeed versus 

force relationship on a given grinding grain depends on the height distribution of the 

diamonds in the wheel and on the nature of the diamond's elastic support matrix. 

The maximum load experienced by the m08t protruding diamond will be larger 

for a idely varied diamond height distribution than for a more uniform height 

ibution. Similarly, this maximum load will be larger for a stiff' matrix than for 

complian one. 
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0 h hypoth • a pair of grinding wheels w re prepared wi hall va.riabl 

co c p for he bonding matrix. The t of th e w h els contained a bronze 

bond in ma rix while the econd was fabricated with a polymer resin bond. The 

lutic moduli of h e bonds are llOGPa (bronze) and 7GPa (resin). Since the 

diamond grain uppor iff'ness is linearly proportional to elastic modulus these 

h 1 pr nt a 15:1 ratio in local diamond support stiffness. It can be assumed 

that di tribution of the approximately 2xl0 7 surface diamonds on the two wheels 

ere imilar after diamond paste trueing to 125nm. The resin bond should allow 

a lower maximum force due to its lower support stiffness. Therefore, for the same 

ini d rate, a more ductile surface is expected for the resin-bond wheel than for the 

bronz bond wheel. 

The test devised to check this hypothesis is outlined in Table 4.5. 

4. 7 Experiments to Test the Influence of the Grind-
ing Fluid 

The properties of the grinding fluid also do not appear in the critical-depth-

of-cut model. evertheless, the grinding fluid can impact the material removal 

proc in at leut three important ways: a.s a coolant, a.s a lubricant, and as 

a chemically reactive surface modifier. The effects of grinding fluids on surface 

ductility in material removal a.re not well known. This is primarily due to the 

complex material-dependent nat\ll'e of the chemical interaction between the fluid 

and he orkpiece. lso, the thermal, lubrication, and chemical properties of the 
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Work Materials Fw,ed Silica 

Zerodur 

Wheels 4-8µm diamond, bronze bond 

4-8µm diamond, resin bond 

Coolant H20 

Cutting Speed 500RPM (2.5m/s) 

Inf eed Rates 1.5, 7.5, 37.5 nm/rev 

Total Plunge 40µm 

Tab) ,.s. Microgrinding conditions used to test for the influence of grinding wheel 

bond on grinding ductility. 



ork fa ria 

Wh 1 

Coolants 

F ed Silica 

Quartz 

Silicon 

4-Sµm diamond, bronze bond 

HiO 

1:1 Ethanol-Methanol mixture 

Cutting Speed 500RP M (2.5m/ s) 

Infeed Rates 1.5, 7.5, 37.5 nm/rev 

Total Plunge 40µm 

T ble 4.6. Microgrinding conditions used to test for the influence of grinding fluid 

on grinding ductility. 

fluid may affect one another in myriad ways. 

Cuthrell has measured the influence of the Re binder effect ( chemical surface 

alt ration) on ductility in the diamond-bit drilling of glass [37]. From his results, a 

cutting fluid consisting of a 1:1 ethanol-methanol mixture produced a much more 

due ile urface than was produced using water as the grinding fluid. 

p 

To evaluate the extent of the influence of the grinding fluid, selected samples 

e ground under identical conditions, with two different flood coolants. The 

and conditions uaed in these experiments are listed in Table 4.6. 
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ea urement of aterial Properties 

To &lua he cri ical-dep h-of-cut model the relevant material properties of 

h ample materials m be measured at the sample surf ace. These values may 

or may no coincide with the bulk or nominal properties of the substance, but they 

a.r h on needed to tudy the localized, small scale material removal process. 

Th model depend on three properties: Kc, H, and E, to quantify the ease of 

mat rial d formation through fracture, plastic deformation, and elastic deformation, 

r pectiv ly. 

While there a.re many macroscopic techniques for determination of these values, 

there i growing evidence that the properties of the material surface, particularly a 

previously machined surface, can differ dramatically from the bulk properties. For-

tunately, these surface properties can be estimated using micro-indentation tech-

niqu . 

4.8.1 Hardness Measurement 

Hardness meuurements can be made directly, using either Vickers or Knoop 

microha.rdnes indenters. Using a diamond pyramid, hardness can be assessed in 

terms of the load applied to the diamond d·vided by the projected cross sectional 

area of the indentation. This will produce hardness values that differ slightly from 

ick ha.rein values which a.re measured using the actual surface area of the 

ind a • on rath r than its projected area. For ceramic materials, microhardnesses 
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in an of S - 25GPa. a.re ypic&l. For each ample hardn was measured at 

.o 2 . While lower loads would be more appropria e for m asure-

m of urface layer proper ies relevant to microgrinding, the error in optical 

m,.a.inn•-ment of th indentation diagonal becomes unacceptably large for such small 

ind n a ion loads. 

Id ally hardness is linearly related to indentation load and follows an inverse 

quare r lation hip with the indentation diagonal. For materials that work harden, 

how v r hardness tends to increase with a decreasing indentation scale (smaller 

loads or mailer indentation diagonals). It is important, then, to measure hardness 

a, a /unction of the indentation stze. 

For low loads, The Meyer's hardness relationship described in Chapter 2 can 

be used. That is, a power law of the form H = Kdn can be expected, where H 

• hardn and d is the indentation diagonal. By measuring hardness data over a 

range of indentation diagonals, the exponent (n) can be determined. For n = 0.5, 

hardn ia independent of load. For n < 0.5, the material hardness increases with 

a decreasing load (hard surface layer), while for n > 0.5, the opposite is true (soft 

urfac.e layer). a ta.ndardization method, the interpolated value of hardness for 

a lOµm indent tion diameter was chosen for each material. This value, designated 

ed in determining the critical-depth-of-cut. 
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. . 2 Elastic odulus easurement 

...... ..-ur m n of lastic modulus in the surface layer can be performed indir ctly 

by determination of he E / H ratio for a given material. This ratio in turn can 

b d iv d from optical examination of a simple Knoop indentation [32]. Knoop 

diamond indente are elongated pyramids, with the long diagonal meSBuring about 

en imes the length of the shorter diagonal. For a perfectly plastic indentation, 

he indentation will have the same aspect ratio as the diamond indenter. ff the 

material has a large elcutic modulus, however, there will be a certain amount of 

lastic recovery upon removal of the indenter. Because of the structural rigidity of 

the urrounding material, the short diagonal will experience more elastic recovery 

than the long diagonal. The 88pect ratio of the indentation, therefore, will contain 

information about the relative influence of plasticity ( H) versus the elasticity ( E). 

Empirically, it has been determined that for brittle materials: 

where: 

b' b H - = - -a-
a' a E 

¼ = nominal ratio of short to long diagonal (0.15) 

•' = indentation ratio of short to long diagonal 

a = dimensionless constant (- 0.45) 

( 4.37) 
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Therefore, by measuring the aspect ratio of the indentation, a value of E / H can 

be obtained. 

4.8.3 Critical Stress Intensity Factor Measurement 

Estimation of material toughness in the form of the Mode I critical stress inten-

sity factor Ke is also possible through indentation techniques. For this measurement, 

the load on the diamond indenter is increased to levels that cause radial cracks to 

extend from the corners of the indentation. These cracks extend beneath the in-

dentation in a semicircular arc. Therefore, from tip to diametrically opposite tip, 

the length of the cracks visible on the surface corresponds to the diameter of the 

radial cracks. It has been shown that for many brittle materials: 

where: 

P = indentation load, N 

p 
- 1 Constant 
c2 

c = radial crack radius, m 

(4.38) 
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Since this quantity is relatively constant for a wide range of loads on many brittle 

materials, it can be related to the material toughness. Specifically, a measure of the 

critical stress intensity factor is obtained from the formula: 

E ½ p 
Ke= (H) cf (4.39) 

It is important to note that this value of Ke may well differ from that obtained in 

the standard macroscopic tests for determining Ke (four point bend tests). Indeed, 

at the material surface, a crack propagating in response to an applied stress might 

well be expected to differ from a crack propagating in the bulk material. 

A summary of the techniques for determining H, E / H, and Kc is perhaps most 

easily achieved through illustration. Figure 4.2 illustrates examples of three different 

indentations and the equations that are used to derive the corresponding physical 

surface constants. 

4.8.4 Error Sources in Material Property Measurement 

Sample preparation for indentation testing is an important consideration. To 

measure properties that are relevant to the grinding process, it is appropriate that 

the surfaces that are measured are similar to the surfaces that are ground. Grinding 

in the ductile regime results in a highly deformed surface layer, typically with a 

compressive residual stress extending somewhat below the surface. To emulate 

these conditions, the material samples undergoing indentation testing were first 

polished to produce a smooth, machined surface. This preparation included five 

minutes of polishing with each of four diamond pastes, ranging from 15µm to lµm 
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b H 
-

I a 
-a 

a E 

(H
E)½ p 

Kc= 3 
c2 

Figure 4.2. Photomicrographs of the three types of indentations used for property 

evaluation. 
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in grit size. For some of the materials, notably the amorphous glasses, this residual 

compressive stress introduces a significant amount of scatter in the radial crack 

length data. To obtain repeatable values of Kc, these glass samples had to be 

treated with a one hour etch in 5% Hydroflouric acid after polishing. The result 

was to remove the compressive layer introduced by polishing, allowing repeatable 

radial crack formation. 

The magnitude of the errors made in the evaluation of these material properties 

must be estimated. Major sources for these errors arise from indentation diagonal 

measurement, crack length measurement, and the influence of surface treatment on 

crack propagation. 

For all measurements of the indentation diagonals, the optics of the micro-

indentation microscope and the ambiguity of the edge shape of the indentation 

allow no better than ±0.25µm resolution. Since this is the only real source of error 

in hardness measurement, the error in hardness values with diagonals· measuring 

lOµm or larger is <2.5%. The smallest indentation measured was 2.8µm, which 

would have an estimated measurement error of 9%. 

Errors·in measurement of the indentation diagonals can have a greater effect on 

E / H determination than on hardness determination. Recalling Equation 4.37: 

b' b H 
- = - - 0:-a' a E 

ff an error (t) is assumed to exist in the measurement of b', then the percentage 
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error in the H / E value is given by: 

lOOe (E) %Error = a.a' H (4.40) 

A typical value of a' is 50µm. ff f is assumed to be 0.25µm, Equation 4.40 reduces 

to: 

%Error= 1.1 (!) (4.41) 

For the materials used in this study, E / H ranges from 5 to 30, producing error 

margins from 6% to 35%. Therefore indentation measurements of E / H are likely 

to measurement errors, especially for materials with large ratios of E / H. 

Since the crack lengths measured for determination of Ke values are generally 

longer than 30µm, the measurement errors from this source can be maintained 

below 2%. Unfortunately, the strong dependence of crack propagation on localized 

surface morphology is enough to cause significant scatter in the "load versus crack 

length" data. Chief among these local influences is the stress state in the surface 

region, which not only affects the randomness of the data, but can also influence the 

mean value of crack length for a given load (i.e. the measured toughness). On the 

other hand, if these machining residual stresses are eliminated before indentation to 

provide more uniform cracks ( e.g. by etching the surface), a change in the measured 

stress-intensity factor may be seen. The reason for this difference in measured crack 

length can be illustrated using an elastic-plastic analysis of the crack-propagating 

tensile stresses that are generated beneath a sharp indenter. The driving forces 

for radial crack propagation can be compared for surfaces with and without a pre-
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existing machined surface layer by examining the magnitude of these tensile residual 

stresses. 

A 2-D numerical finite element program (NIKE2D, updated Lagrangian elastic-

plastic model) was used to study the effect of compressive surface stresses on the 

residual tensile stresses experienced in indentation. While the analogy between this 

finite element problem and the actual conditions of indentation are strained by the 

two dimensional nature of the model, some insight can nonetheless be gained from 

this exercise. 

Two cases were run using this numerical code. In Case I, indentation of a 

stress-free surface is modelled, while Case II models the indentation of a machined 

surface. For Case I, a diamond indenting wedge was forced into the surface of a hard 

workpiece, which is modelled to have a work hardening modulus of 1 % of the elastic 

modulus for stresses larger than the yield stress. The base of the workpiece was 
. . 

fixed, and a displacement of the diamond was prescribed. Following this indentation, 

the diamond was retracted, leaving a hemispherical zone of residual compression 

and a subsurface region of residual tension. This residual tensile stress is the driving 

force for the propagation of both radial and lateral cracks, the former of which is 

to be used as a measurement of Kc. 

For Case II, a rounded diamond grain was dragged across the workpiece surface 

before the indentation. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting plastically deformed zone. 

This mechanical deformation of the surface instilled a compressive stress into the 
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surface layer before the indentation was begun. Following this plastic deformation of 

the workpiece surface, an indentation exactly similar to Case I was performed. The 

tensile residual stresses arising from the indentation in Case II are somewhat less 

than that for the Case I, even though the same depth of indentation is prescribed for 

the indenter. Contours of the maximum principle stresses in the indented workpiece 

are illustrated for both cases in Figure 4.4. Because of the plastic working of 

the surface, the tensile residual stresses that nucleate residual cracks are less in 

Case II than that of Case I. Also contributing to the diminished size of the radial 

cracks expected on the machined surface are the compressive surface stresses seen 

at the surface in Case II. These surface stresses will inhibit cracks generated in the 

subsurface region from propagating to the material surface. Since Ke depends on a 

measure of cracks at the material surface, it is clear that the pre-machined surface 

will result in larger measured Ke values than the unmachined (or etched) surface. 

It has been pointed out in the preceeding section that there may be significant 

scatter, and errors in the property measurements made by indentation testing. The 

utility of these measurements is further compromised by their possible dependence 

on temperature and environment. Glass, for example, has a much lower toughness 

in the presence of water than in other lubricant environments [36]. Toughened 

zirconia, on the other hand, has a toughness that is strongly dependent on the 

length scale of interest (i.e. it tends to become -less tough with a decreasing scale 

of indentation). Such factors will, no doubt, influence the grinding ductility, yet 
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they are difficult to incorporate into the model in any way other than to be aware 

of their influence. 

With this caveat, calculation of the critical-depth-of-cut, de, contains errors of up 

to 50%, based on measurement standard deviations and estimated systematic errors. 

Nonetheless, for a broad range of materials, this value should remain indicative of 

the ductility of the material as related to grinding surface finish. 

4.9 Quantification of Grinding Ductility 

After grinding a given hard material under a specified set of machining condi-

tions, a critical task remains: measurement of the amount of fracture on the ground 

surface. No quantitative standards, and few qualitative guidelines exist for such an 

evaluation. Traditionally, the peak or average roughness of the ground component 

is taken as an indicator of the quality of its surface. While this is a reasonable 

approach (in general, fracture produces a rougher surface than plastic flow), it is 

not easily accomplished for samples ground on the PEGASUS apparatus. Because 

there is no cross-slide on this machine, the ground surface replicates the profile of 

the grinding wheel. This wheel is trued along its circumference to < 125nm, but 

it is not radially flat, and the resulting impression on the workpiece consists of a 

series of grooves in a direction parallel to the cutting direction. 

The unusual surface generated by this plunge grinder thus exhibits an extremely 

small roughness (characteristic of the true surface finish) when measured in a direc-

tion parallel to the grinding grooves, and a relatively large roughness ( characteristic 
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of the grinding wheel's radial profile) when measured perpendicular to the grinding 

grooves. Though profile tracing along the grinding grooves appears to be a promis-

ing technique of determining surface quality, it represents a considerable alignment 

problem. Deviations in parallelism of even a fraction of a degree can cause signifi-

cant errors in roughness measurement. Compounding this problem is the fact that 

the grinding grooves themselves are not straight; they follow an arc having radius 

of curvature of 5cm. 

In addition to the difficulties inherent in measuring the roughness of the ground 

samples, there is a more fundamental complication: roughness may not correlate 

with ductility in a one-to-one relationship. The plowing that often accompanies 

plastic flow, for example, will result in irregular contours from pileup of plowed 

material at the sides of a groove. This would register as an increased roughness, 

but does not represent increased brittleness or fracture on the surface. 

Perhaps the most straightforward method of determining surface ductility is by 

direct observation of the machined surface using a scanning electron microscope. 

The advantage of this method is that is allows direct observation and interpretation 
. 

of surface quality. Interpretation, however, is a two-edged sword: with the ability 

to directly image the surface comes the subjectivity of the observer in assessing 

surface "quality." 

Distinguishing one surface from another in terms of the amount of brittle damage 

on each demands a continual assessment of the features that comprise brittleness 
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and those that comprise ductility. This assessment of features is the source of 

uncertainty in ductility measurement by direct surface imaging. 

To quantify grinding ductility, the relative "amount" of fracture damage on the 

surface can be measured. In its most simplistic form, this measurement can be 

of the area fraction of ductile surface ( or brittle surface). Since the mechanisms 

of fracture and plasticity are fundamentally different, their surface presence can 

be viewed as a problem of distinguishing two mutually exclusive phases: the area 

fraction of brittle surface added to the area fraction of ductile surface is equal to 

one. Put another way, a distinct boundary is assumed to exist between ductile 

surface regions and brittle surface regions. While the actual surface image may not 

reveal such sharp boundaries between such regions of plasticity and fracture, the 

presumption of this two-phase surface is the first vital step in the quantification of 

surface ductility. 

The. characteristic of grinding ductility is then numerically represen~ed by the 

areal fraction of the ductility of the ground surface. The three tasks involved in 

determining this areal fraction are: 

• Distinguishing between ductile and brittle surface regions 

• Determination of the appropriate image magnification 

• Measurement of the areal fraction 

As mentioned previously, the first of these tasks is an issue of interpretation; for-
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tunately the differences between fractured regions and plastically deformed regions 

on the surface are usually obvious. Fracture results in randomly oriented, promi-

nent, jagged edges, while plastic grooving· leaves smooth, parallel lines running in 

the direction of grinding. 

Adding to the ease of detection is an artifact of electron microscopy: sharp edges 

( characteristic of fracture) tend to build up an electrostatic charge, thus causing 

the fractured areas to outline themselves in the SEM image with a bright emission 

of secondary electrons. 

Determination of the magnification of interest is a relatively straightforward 

task. The procedure is to find a magnification that is high enough to allow easy 

distinction of the two types of surface features, while low enough to permit a statisti-

cally random view of the surface. Conditions for this appropriate magnification are 

thus led by the approximates size of the plastic and brittle regions. Observations of 

many types of material under many machining conditions indicate a characteristic 

dimension of fracture zone that varies from ,..,, lµm to ,..,, lOµm. To get several of 

these features into a given field of view while ensuring resolution of at least lµm, 

magnifications from 2000X to 5000X are appropriate. 

Upon determining an appropriate magnification, an SEM micr~photograph of 

the surface is taken. The actual measurement of areal fractions of the different 

surface regimes is accomplished through a point-counting technique. This involves 

tabulating the phase (ductile or brittle) found beneath each of a specified number 
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(N) of randomly oriented points placed over the surface image. 

Because the fracture zones are themselves randomly distributed, a regular grid 

of points can be placed over the image without any loss in the randomness of the 

data. The areal fraction of each phase is simply the fraction of the total number of 

points tabulated for that phase. Measurement of areal fraction is independent of 

the magnification of the photograph. Thus, as long as the image is representative of 

the entire surface, the "grid-counting" method provides a straightforward method 

for determining the amount of fracture on a ground surface. 

The numerical measurement errors in the areal determination by the the grid-

count method are easily evaluated. Because this is a counting process, the sample 

distribution will be Poisson rather than Gaussian, hence the standard deviation of 

N counts is vl/'i. For example, if there are 25 grid points corresponding to fracture 

regions, out of a total of 100 points counted, then the area fraction of fracture phase 

is 0.25 ± 0.05. 

Determining the number of grid points to count for a given photograph repre-

sents a tradeoff between measurement errors and redundancy. While is is appealing 

to oversample and thereby reduce the magnitude of the counting errors, these errors 

are only one component of the total measurement error. Variability in the surface 

itself (i.e. the representativeness of the selected photograph) is the other source of 

error. A prudent choice of the number of grid points will ensure that the errors due 

to grid counting are the same order of magnitude as the errors due to the limited 
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size and resolution of the image. 

A grid size of 100 points (lOxl0) was chosen to evaluate the surface fracture 

regions. A magnification of 5000X was used for the photographs, providing a 17 µm 

x 22.Sµm image size. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates an SEM photograph of a fused silica surface that was 

ground on PEGASUS. The features on this photograph indicate that a large num-

ber of small fracture events occurred during the machining process. These fracture 

regions exist on a background of generally ductile surface. At this magnification, 

the fracture surfaces are relatively easy to resolve. In addition, they are evenly 

distributed over the image surface, allowing a measure of confidence in the repre-

sentative nature of this image. A grid count on this photograph using 100 points 

puts the area fracture damage at 10%. Repeated measurements made on six dif-

ferent r~gions of this fused silica surface indicate an average damage are~ of 11.3%, 

with a standard deviation of 2.4%. The measurement error due to counting is 3.2% 

( v'lO). From the similarity of these measurement errors, this choice of grid points 

and magnification appears well suited for the measurement of fracture damage area, 

at least on.fused silica. Of course, these measurements could be made automatically 

by an image analysis device. Using one such device and a strongly enhanced image 

contrast, as well as an edge discriminator, a portion of the image of Figure 4.5 

was converted into a two color computer image, where the black regions correspond 

to fracture damage and the white regions correspond to plastically ground surface 
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Figure 4.5. A fused silica surface with 10% fracture damage, as measured by grid 

counting 
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(Figure 4.6). For this image, a fractional area of 8.72% of fractured surface was ob-

tained by the computer, agreeing within one standard deviation with the measured 

value. The promise of this type of automated image analysis is clear. Nonetheless, 

the distinction between fracture and plastic flow is not immediately distinguishable 

to the image processor: it must be defined using the appropriate image enhancement 

techniques. Specific edge thresholds and gray levels corresponding to one regime or 

the other may vary from one material to the next, and indeed from one image to 

the next on the same part. Hence, while automation of the determination of ground 

surface fracture is possible, it is not straightforward. For this research, a manual 

grid counting method was adopted utilizing a 100-point mesh and a 2000X-5000X 

image magnification. 

4.10 Residual Stress Measurement 

Beyond their influence on dimensional tolerances and surface finish, the duc-

tility of the grinding process also affects the existence and extent of subsurface 

damage and residual stresses in the brittle workpiece material. The extent of the 

subsurface damage of a ground brittle material is difficult to assess. Classic work 

by Rabinowitz predicts a depth of damage that is approximately equal to the depth 

of material removed in a grinding pass. Empirical studies have produced conflicting 

results: subsurface damage depth on ground hard materials was related to the rate 

of material removal by a power law in one study. and was shown to be unrelated to 

material removal rate in another. For ductile-regime grinding, preliminary measure-
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Figure 4.6. Computer enhanced image of the photograph in the previous figure. 
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ments made by the National Physical Laboratory showed no detectable subsurface 

damage in both glass and quartz samples [45). Techniques for reliable measurement 

of subsurface damage are at present not firmly established. Procedures vary from 

direct measurement via x-ray topography to indirect statistical measurements of 

fracture toughness. 

Residual stresses in a. machined surface are ca.used by inhomogeneous plastic de-

formation, non-uniform heating or cooling, or volumetric changes via. phase transfor-

mation. Mechanically induced residual stresses in grinding are usually compressive, 

while thermally induced stresses are predominantly tensile, reflecting a flux of heat 

from the cutting zone into the workpiece [6]. Stresses due to volumetric changes 

are compressive if the phase transformation causes a. surface volume increase, and 

tensile otherwise [ 39]. 

Residual stress measurement is in an evolutionary stage in its development. 
. . 

In spite of promising recent attempts to indirectly measure stress via Raman spec-

troscopy, the currently accepted measurement technique is still the curvature method. 

This method employs a thin, flat, polished rectangular specimen that is ground on 

one side. The ground surface is progressively etched, and bending in the sample 

upon relief of residual grinding stresses is measured in two orthogonal directions. 

This bending is then correlated mathematically to residual stress at progressive 

depths of etch penetration. Using this .technique, Chandrasekar [6] shows that in 

grinding ceramics, a compressive residual stress state exists near the surface, while 
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a zone of residual tension exists deeper into the material (figure 4.7). This general 

dependence of residual stress on depth characterizes many different brittle materi-

als, and the magnitude of the maximum tensile and compressive residual stresses 

increase with the toughness of the ground material. 

Raman Spectroscopy provides an optical, nondestructive method for the de-

termination of residual stresses in the near surface region of crystalline materials. 

Stresses in the crystal lattice cause a shift in the peak spectral frequency of the light 

scattered from an incident laser beam. The direction of the spectral peak shift is 

an indication of the sign of the residual stresses (i.e. tensile or compressive), and 

its magnitude scales directly with the magnitude of the stress. This phenomenon, 

known as the Raman Effect, has been utilized to measure surface stress in various 

crystalline materials. 

Presumably, the purely ductile grinding process will produce higher residual 

stresses as a result of the plastic deformation at the material surface. Conversely, 

the brittle grinding process removes most of the plastically deformed zone upon 

propagation and intersection of lateral cracks. This will result in a lower residual 

stress level. In the conventional grinding of metals, the plastically deformed layer 

causes compressive residual stresses at the material surface. The same behavior is 

expected from plastically ground hard materials. 

The measurement of residual stresses in germanium or silicon by Raman Spec-

troscopy was carried out for samples ground with various infeed rates, representing 
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a limited range of grinding ductility. 

4.11 Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Grinding 
Ductility 

For many hard materials a transition from the brittle to the ductile grinding 

regime can be accomplished on PEGASUS via control of the grinding feed rate, with 

all other machining variables held constant. The particular feed rate corresponding 

to this transition, however, is a function of many other machining variables and 

material properties. Therefore, open-loop control of the grinding ductility via an 

enforced infeed rate is difficult. In fact, the "transition" infeed rate itself might vary 

during a single grinding cycle due to gradual changes in either the material or the 

grinding conditions. If the ductile regime of grinding is to be ensured, it must first 

be measured in real-time for use in an active closed-loop control of the feed rate. 

The. meas_urement of Acoustic Emissions ( AE) shows some promise_ for an in-

process method of determining the ductility of the grinding process. Acoustic emis-

sions are elastic waves generated by abrupt localized changes in the stress in a solid. 

These waves then travel to the surface of the solid, where they are detected as ac-

celeration signals by a piezoelectric transducer. The frequency of AE signals is in 

the range of lOOkHz to 2MHz, above the frequency range of typical mechanical 

vibrations. The propagation of cracks creates detectable AE signals, as does intense 

plastic shear. AE monitoring has been used extensively as a laboratory tool to in-

vestigate the mechanics of deformation and fracture during mechanical testing (40]. 
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The quantity that is measured by most commercially available AE instruments is 

the amplitude of the AE signals and the total number of bursts occurring at or 

above a particular amplitude per unit of time. In a material processing application 

such as grinding, the AE signals are due to either fracture or plastic flow. The 

amplitude of AE signals due to fracture is much larger than the amplitude of AE 

signals due to plastic flow. This amplitude difference has been utilized to effectively 

monitor chip breaking in single point turning operations at the National Bureau of 

Standards [41]. In that study the production of continuous plastic chips resulted in 

a continuous, low-level AE signal emanating from the shear zone and the chip/tool 

interface. Upon fracture of the chip, a high amplitude AE burst was observed, 

indicating effective chip breaking. The ratio of amplitudes between the plastic and 

brittle mechanisms was found to be material dependent, with a more marked am-

plitude difference noted for harder materials. In another study using AE signals, 

the effe~t of coolant on surface ductility in hard materials was examined [42]. It was 

found that the AE signals associated with fracture during the machining of brittle 

materials can be used as a sensitive diagnostic tool for monitoring surface ductility. 

Figures 4.~ and 4.9 provide an impressive illustration of this sensitivity. 

In figure 4.8 are SEM photographs of two silicon surfaces that were diamond 

drilled under the same machining conditions, except that the sample on the left was 

cut in a CCl4 environment that resulted in a more ductile material removal while the 

sample on the right was cut in an embrittling H 20 environment that resulted in a 
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Figure 4.8. SEM photograph of Silicon. Left: Machined in CC l4 , ductile regime. 

Right: Machined in H 2 0, brittle regime. 
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Figure 4.9. Acoustic emission signal for previous SEM photo. Number of events 

vs. AE amplitude 
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more brittle material removal [43]. Figure 4.9 shows the AE amplitude distributions 

recorded as the two samples were machined. Clearly the amplitude peaks for the two 

machining regimes a.re quite distinct. In fact, Cuthrell notes that the AE amplitude 

demonstrates a near-linear dependence on the wear rate [43]. It might be expected 

that wear rate would increase with the brittleness of the machining process, because 

material removal by lateral crack propagation removes considerably more material 

than that removed by plastic grooving at the same depth of cut. 

In spite of the strong AE amplitude difference between plastic and brittle ma-

chining the absolute amplitude of the AE signal from either regime is a function 

of the specific material properties and cutting conditions. Structural vibrations 

of the machine will not influence the AE signal, since the AE signal lies within 

the frequency band from lOOkH z to 2M Hz, well above most structural natural 

frequencies. The AE amplitude signal, then, is a measure of the intensity of the 

machining activity. It would perhaps be useful to seek a less variable quantity than 

AE amplitude to characterize the ductile to brittle transition. To this end, the use 

of AE frequency signals could be explored as a more reliable process control sig-

nal. It might be expected that the frequency of AE signals will show a dependence 

on the regime of material removal, with fracture occurring at one frequency and 

plastic flow at another. If this were the case, then a pair of band-limited filters 

could provide a small window into the frequency domain. Energy in the frequency 

window correlated to ductility could thus be continually compared to energy in the 
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frequency window correlated to fracture. Using such a scheme, the plasticity of the 

material removal regime could thus be monitored and controlled. 

For the current work, acoustic emission signals were monitored for both ger-

manium and soda lime glass samples, ground over a broad range of infeed rates. 

The power spectrum of the AE signals was recorded to afford a view of both the 

amplitude and frequency content of the acoustic emissions. 

A schematic of the equipment used for this AE spectrum analysis is shown in 

Figure 4.10. 

Data from the AE sensor was collected by a digital storage oscilloscope in the 

form of a 1024 point time series, with a sampling rate of 200ns/ sample seconds. 

This sampling will provide a spectrum from 0-2.5M Hz, with a frequency resolution 

of SK Hz. To prevent aliasing, the output of the AE transducer was low pass filtered 
. . 

at lM Hz. The digital data was then subjected to a fast Fourier transform, using 

a Hanning window to reduce spectral leakage. Six data sets were collected for each 

grinding condition, and their corresponding spectra were averaged. An example 

of the resulting spectrum is illustrated in Figure 4.11 for germanium ground at a 

3nm/rev infeed rate. The peak in this spectrum presumably relates to the acoustic 

emission activity due to local crack propagation in the germanium. A measure of the 

spectral power surrounding the peak ( e.g. from 300kH z to 500kH z) is indicative 

of the acoustic emission power if the grinding process. 
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Figure 4.10. Schematic of the measurement system used to record AE spectra. 
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Figure 4.11. Acoustic Emission spectrum for germanium microgrinding 
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4.12 Summary of Experiments 

An experimental plan has been devised to test the influence of machining condi-

tions and material properties on the ductility of the grinding process. Specifically, 

the experiments test the effect of the grinding infeed rate on the grinding ductility 

to validate the hypothesis that ductility in microgrinding of hard materials is funda-

mentally linked to a decrease in the grinding infeed rate. Implicit in this hypothesis 

is an independence of the grinding ductility from the speed of material removal. 

Microgrinding tests have been specified to test this independence. 

It has been postulated that the "grinding ductility" of a given material can 

be determined from the material properties (i.e. Kc, H, and E). Such a critical-

depth-of-cut model has been used successfully to predict fracture depths in static 

indentation. Testing of this model requires measurement of these properties at 

the material surface. Experimental micro-indentation testing techniques have been 

proposed as a means of estimating these properties. With these values, the critical-

depth-of-cut model can be put to the test. ff necessary, this model can be modified 

to include the material properties important to grinding that may be ignored for 

indentation (i.e. thermal material properties). 

Other machining variables likely to influence the grinding ductility are the bond 

matrix stiffness and the grinding fluid. Exploratory tests have been proposed to 

investigate the extent of this influence. 

A quantitative method for determining the grinding ductility has been estab-
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lished, in which the extent of fracture on the ground surface is measured. This 

numerical result is indicative of the grinding regime, and can be used to compare 

the two material removal mechanisms {fracture vs. plastic flow) that are active 

in micrergrinding. Possible automation techniques for this manual grid-counting 

method have been explored. 

A possible correlation between grinding ductility and near-surface residual stresses 

ca.n be tested by Raman Spectroscopy for certain crystalline materials. It is prer 

posed that these stresses can be measured to ascertain the dependence of residual 

stresses on the grinding regime. 

Finally, an in-process technique for measuring acoustic emission signals has been 

proposed as part of the experimental plan. It is hoped that the AE signals will 

correlate, in amplitude and/or frequency, to the ductility of the material removal 

process. 

Fro_m these experiments, it is expected that a physical understanding of the 

micromechanics and material deformation processes associated with microgrinding 

will begin to emerge. The results should pinpoint the important material properties 

and macl?-ine parameters that influence the material removal regime in the largely 

unexplored microgrinding process. -
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5 Results and Discussion 
5.1 The Influence of Grinding lnfeed Rate on Grind-

ing Ductility 

The grinding experiments to test the influence of infeed rate on ductility demon-

strate a pronounced transition from brittle material removal to ductile material re-

moval for fused silica glass. The transition occurs between material removal rates 

from lx10-• to 2x10- 3mm 3 /mms, a range contained within the microgrinding gap. 

A more appropriate variable than material removal rate for defining this transition 

is the workpiece infeed per revolution of the grinding wheel. The infeed per revolu-

tion is always smaller than the repeatable axial runout of the wheel for PEGASUS, 

so this measurement approach makes sense: the highest spot on the wheel does 

most of the cutting, contacting the workpiece once per revolution of the grinding 
. . 

spindle. It can be assumed that the equivalent "chip-thickness" for the grinding 

process is equal to the amount of material removed by this high spot on the wheel 

per revolution. Viewed in this way, the brittle-ductile transition can be associated 

with an equivalent chip thickness, or a grinding infeed per wheel revolution. An 

important advantage of using this grinding infeed rate as a machining parameter 

is that it allows independent assessment of the effects of the cutting depth and 

the cutting speed, whereas the material removal rate couples these variables into a 

single parameter. 
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Figure 5.1 is a graph of the measured ductile-brittle transition for fused silica 

ground on the PEGASUS apparatus at various infeed rates, with all other machin-

ing parameters fixed. The highest infeed rate produces an almost entirely brittle 

surface (99% fracture) on this hard, amorphous glass. This grinding behavior is 

characteristic of a glass surface machined on a conventional diamond grinding ap-

paratus. For the lowest infeed rate plotted in Figure 5.1, there is only 5% fracture 

on the ground surface, approaching the surface topography typically encountered in 

polishing. The asymptotic curve overlaying the data illustrates the predicted form 

of the relationship between surface fracture and grinding infeed. At very high infeed 

rates, the grinding process will proceed predominately through crack propagation 

and surface fracture. At very low infeed rates, the nature of material removal will 

be ductile, producing a plastically deformed surface with little or no evidence of 

fracture. Between these two asymptotes, there is a transition from a brittle mate-

rial re~oval mechanism to a ductile one. The existence of this transitiqn between 

material removal regimes as a function of infeed rate for this material demonstrates 

the validity of the fundamental hypothesis of ductile-regime grinding: for a small 

enough scale of material removal, the mechanism of removal for brittle materials 

will become one of plastic deformation. 

Once the form of the asymptotic ductile-brittle transition curve has been estab-

lished, what remains is to determine the relationship between the transition and 

the grinding infeed rate. Also of interest is the relative steepness of the transition 
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Fused Silica Brittle-Ductile Transition 
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Figure 5.1. Fused silica brittle-ductile transition. 
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curve. For fused silica, it is clear from Figure 5.1 that the tra.nsition takes place be-

tween infeed rates from,_ lnm/rev to - 80nm/rev, a range of nearly two orders of 

magnitude. The infeed rate corresponding to the center of the transition occurs at 

- 20nm/rev. Figure 5.2 illustrates the brittle-ductile transition through a series of 

SEM photographs (5000X). These photographs are of fused silica samples ground at 

infeed rates from 37.5nm/rev to 1.5nm/rev. A significant improvement in surface 

quality can be seen for progressively smaller infeed rates. From grid counting, these 

surfaces represent 63% (top), 19% (middle), and 5% (bottom) surface fracture . 

5.2 Evaluation of the Critical-Depth-of-Cut Model 

For the expa.nded matrix of hard materials, each sample was ground using three 

different infeed rates, and the resulting surface fracture was quantified with the grid 

counting method. The results are graphically illustrated in Figure 5.3, a plot of 

grinding infeed versus percentage of surface fracture. The uppermost curves on this 
. . . 

graph represent the more brittle materials. These materials have a lower tra.nsition 

point than the more ductile materials, which are located at the bottom of the 

graph. It is important to notice that even the materials exhibiting low percentages 

of surface fracture show an increase in surface fracture with higher infeed rates over 

this range of conditions. The areal percentage of surface fracture for each material 

and grinding infeed re.te are presented in Table 5.1. The measurement error in the 

"% surface fracture" value is approximately the square root of the measured value. 
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Figure 5.2. microground fused silica surfaces. Top: 37.5nm/rev infeed rate. 

Middle: 7.5nm/rev infeed rate. Bottom: l.5nm/rev infeed rate. 
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Figure 5.3. Microgrinding infeed rate versus the resulting percentage of surface 

fracture for 10 brittle materials. 
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Infeed Rate 

Material 1.5nm/rev 1.5nm/rev 31.Snm/rev 

Alumina 7 23 49 

Soda-Lime Glass 7 15 41 

Fused Silica 5 19 63 

Zerodur 3 8 25 

Quartz 1 6 29 

Zirconia 1 4 9 

Toughened Zirconia 0 3 7 

Germanium 0 2 7 

Silicon 2 0 6 

Silicon carbide 1 2 3 

Table 5.1. Percentage surface fracture for various grinding infeed rates and mate-

rials 
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To test the critical-depth-of-cut model, a single value of infeed (i.e. chip thick-

ness) characterizing the ductile-brittle transition must be assigned to each material 

using the data from Table 5.1. This "critical infeed" can then be compared to the 

critical-depth-of-cut, which is calculated from the material properties. 

To determine an infeed rate characteristic of the transition, a curve can be fitted 

to each material, using the data from Table 5.1. Then, for each curve, a specific 

level of surface fracture can be arbitrarily chosen as representative of the ductile-

brittle transition. The infeed corresponding to that particular percentage of surface 

fracture is the critical infeed rate for that material. 

Because of the relatively large measurement errors inherent in the data, it is 

preferable to interpolate rather than extrapolate in determining the critical infeed 

rate. The maximum sensitivity ( and thus minimum errors) for determining the 

critical infeed rate from a curve like that of Figure 5.1 occurs at a 50% surface 

fracture, where the slope of the transition is the steepest. The sensitivity is worst 

at either extreme of surface fracture, where small changes in the surface fracture 

can represent large changes in infeed rate. A reasonable tradeoff between extrapo-

lation errors and sensitivity errors occurs at -10% surface fracture for the data of 

Table 5.1. For this level of surface fracture, extrapolation is necessary for only half 

of the materials, and a reasonable amount of sensitivity is preserved. In addition, 

this value might represent a practical machining-goal: reducing the surface fracture 

damage to 10% of the machined surface area. It is important to recall that mini-
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mizing the fracture of the ground surface is the goal of ductile-regime grinding, so 

an assessment of critical infeed rate for low percentages of surface fracture is more 

useful than an assessment at higher percentages of surface fracture. 

The form of the asymptotic curve depicted in Figure 5.1 can be described by 

the function: 

where: 

1 1 
f = -tan- 1(a ln(r) + b) + -

2 

f = Areal fraction of surface fracture 

r = Grinding infeed rate 

a = Parameter representing the width of the transition 

b = Parameter representing the location of the transition 

(5.42) 

Fitting the data to a curve of the form of Equation 5.42 produces large error in 

the evaluation of the transition, because only a small portion of the overall curve 

is represented by the data for each material. A more reasonable technique for 

determining the critical grinding infeed rate is to fit the data from Table 5.1 to a 

simple power law of the form: 

f = ar" (5.43) 
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This fit works well for those materials requiring interpolation or short range extrap-

olation. For the two most ductile materials, however, the errors introduced by the 

power law fit are large, due to extrapolation uncertainty. Because the data for these 

two materials lie along the linear lower asymptote of the transition curve, a linear 

fit was used to extrapolate to the critical infeed rate for both silicon and silicon 

carbide. 

The results of these curve fitting operations for determination of the grinding 

infeed rate corresponding to 10% surface fracture are summarized in Table 5.2 

These values for critical grinding infeed rate can be used to check the critical-

depth-of-cut model. For this validation of the model, however, the material prop-

erties Kc, H, and E must first be determined from the indentation tests. 

5.3 Material Property· Evaluation 

For each material, at least ten hardness values were measured using a range of 

indentation loads from 0.2N to 2.0N. Figure 5.4 is a graph of these results for fused 

silica (otl!er materials produced similar results, which are included in Appendix A). 

As described in Chapter 4, microhardness is dependent on the load or, equivalently, 

the length of the indentation diagonal. It has been postulated that the hardness 

varies in a power law relationship with the length indentation diagonal. Namely: 

Hex a" (5.44) 
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Material Critical Infeed for 10% 

Surface Fracture, nm/rev 

Alumina. 2.5 

Soda-Lime Glass 3.1 

Fused Silica 3.6 

Zerodur 9.7 

Quartz 13 

Zirconia 37 

Toughened Zirconia 46 

Germanium 54 

Silicon 61 

Silicon carbide 180 

Table 5.2. Calculated critical grinding infeed rates for various brittle materials 
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The dimensional scale of microgrinding material removal is generally less than lµm, 

so indentations at or below this size would be appropriate for material property eval-

uation. Unfortunately, such small scale indentations are generally not possible, due 

to the limits of the microindentation apparatus. Nevertheless, property measure-

ment should be done on as small a scale as possible to ensure reasonable evaluation 

of the surface characteristics of the material. 

For microhardness loads from 0.2N to 2.0N, the indentation diagonal is on 

the order of l0µm for most hard materials. For this reason, a value of hardness 

corresponding to a l0µm indentation diagonal was selected as the characteristic 

microhardness for each material. As an example, for the fused silica data of Fig-

ure 5.4, a power law fit through the data yields a value of hardness of ll.2GPa for 

a l0µm diagonal. This reflects a microhardness that is about twice as large as the 

macrohardness (bulk material hardness) measured for fused silica at higher loads 

( > 5N) Similar surface hardening effects were noticed for all of the mat~rials with 

power law coefficients varying from -0.22 for alumina to -0.67 for germanium. 

Knoop measurements for calculation of E / H were made with loads from ln to 

6N. Figure 5.5 is a plot of the data for fused silica. Since there is no discernable re-

lationship between measured E / H and load, the average E / H from all of the Knoop 

indentations was calculated for use in the critical-depth-of-cut model. For the fused 

silica, this average value is 6.24. A rough estimate of the validity of this value can 

be obtained by multiplying the calculated E / H by the calculated microhardness 
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Figure 5.5. E / H data for fused silica ( from Knoop indentations) 
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value, and comparing the result with the nominal modulus of elasticity of fused 

silica. The calculated E is 13GPa, while the nominal E for fused silica is 10GPa, 

showing good agreement for this material (in fact, this is an exceptionally good 

agreement). For the materials, the average agreement between the nominal and 

calculated elastic modulus is 21 %, confirming the general validity of this method of 

estimating E / H. 

The most difficult quantity to measure from indentation tests is the critical 

stress intensity factor (Kc)• Because of the sensitivity of crack propagation on the 

particular stress field at the surface, the calculated Kc values showed a great deal 

of scatter. A typical plot of Kc vs. indentation load for fused silica is illustrated in 

Figure 5.6. These indentations were obtained with loads from lN to 6N. 

Alumina, toughened zirconia, and soda lime glass did not exhibit radial cracks 

for indentations less than SN. For toughened zirconia, Kc values were obtained 

for loads of SN and 6N. For alumina, no microindentations produced cracks, and 

macroscopic diamond pyramid indentations were required. Kc values were finally 

obtained for loads from 40 - 90N. For soda lime glass, the occurrence of radial 

cracks was. very erratic for the polished sample. Either work hardening or uneven 

tempering could have been responsible for the wide spread in the measured Kc 

values on the samples. To reduce these errors, the soda lime glass was etched for 

45 minutes in a 5% hydroflouric acid solution .. Subsequent indentation produced 

extremely repeatable Kc estimates, which were used in the calculation of the critical-
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depth-of-cut. 

Although most of the materials tested exhibit relatively constant Ke values over a 

broad range of indentation loads, this behavior is not expected for alumina or tough-

ened zirconia. These materials exhibit toughness that decreases with a decreasing 

scale of deformation (i.e. indentation load or crack size). If the toughness or crit-

ical stress intensity factor is measured for these materials using large indentation 

loads, the resulting value may not be appropriate for use in the critical-depth-of-cut 

model. Ideally, fundamental material properties that remain invariant with loading 

condition and crack size would be desired for such a model, but such a property (for 

fracture toughness evaluation) is unavailable for alumina and toughened zirconia. 

For alumina, the higher toughness associated with larger cracks can be at-

tributed to grain-localized ligaments that stretch across the newly created surfaces 

behind the advancing crack tip [44]. For small cracks (c <grain size) the toughness 

of the alumina is constant, and at its minimum. For larger cracks (c >grain size), 

the "ligaments," which behave like fiber reinforcements, begin to add to the forces 

resisting crack growth, thus increasing the apparent Ke of the material. For very 

large cracks (c >>grain size), the Ke values again reach a uniform level. 

For toughened zirconia, the invariance of toughness with crack size is regulated 

by an entirely different mechanism: transformation toughening. For this material, 

the zirconia matrix is "stabilized" so that is contains metastable tetragonal phase 

particles. Upon encountering large local stresses (such as those found at a crack 
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tip), the tetragonal particles undergo a volume increasing phase transformation, 

which adds a compressive stress field to the intrinsic forces resisting crack growth. 

This transformation process triples the macroscopic toughness of the ceramic. The 

Kc value of toughened zirconia increases rapidly with an increasing crack size from 

that of the untoughened matrix at crack length ,.., 0, to a maximum at a crack 

length ,.., 200µm. For cracks longer than 200µm, the toughness remains largely 

invariant. Microgrinding requires scales of material removal closer to 0µm than 

to 200µm. Thus, it is expected that the measurements made at higher loads will 

overestimate Kc for these materials, resulting in a calculated critical-depth-of-cut 

that is too large. 

While determination of Kc values by measurement of radial crack lengths works 

well for most other brittle materials, it does not predict accurate values of Kc 

for an~malous glasses (e.g. fused silica). Fused silica exhibits a greater tendency 

toward plastic deformation in hydrostatic stresses than in shear. Th us, the plasticity 

analysis used to relate the fracture toughness (Kc) to the load (P) and the crack 

length ( c) is largely in error. Marshall and Lawn have shown that the measurement 

of Kc by. microindentation produces a value that is -2. 7 times too large. The 

value measured by indentation for the present study was ,.., 1.67 MN m 1/ 2 . The 

manufacturer's specification for Kc is 0.62M N m 112 ; a nominal error of a factor of 

2. 7. For fused silica, then, it would appear to be judicious to use the manufacturer's 

specified Kc value ( rather than the measured value) for the purposes of evaluation 
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of the critical depth-of-cut. 

A summary of the material properties measured by indentation testing is pre-

sented in Table 5.3. Also tabulated is the critical-depth-of-cut, de that is calculated 

from these properties .. 

By comparing the grinding ductility measurements from Table 5.3 with the 

critical-depth-of-cut calculated in Table 5.2, the validity of the critical-depth-of-cut 

model can be assessed. Figure 5. 7 is a graph of the results for the ten materi-

als. The ordinate is representative of the actual grinding ductility of the material, 

whereas the abscissa is representative of the grinding ductility calculated from the 

indentation properties. As expected, the calculated critical depths for alumina and 

toughened zirconia have been overestimated with respect to the grinding ductil-

ity. In fact, the toughened zirconia is remarkably like untoughened zirconia in its 

grinding ductility. This would be expected for crack lengths < lµm, where the 

toughness of the two materials is nearly identical. If the measured Ke for tough-

ened zirconia is replaced by the Ke measured for the untoughened zirconia sample, 

a new critical-depth-of-cut can be calculated for the tough zirconia. This modified 

critical-depth-of-cut value falls directly in line with the data for the other brittle 

materials, as is illustrated in Figure 5.8. 

Aside from alumina and toughened zirconia, the data appears to verify a lin-

ear dependence relationship between the calculated critical-depth-of-cut and the 

grinding infeed for 10% surface fracture. 
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Material H10 E/H Kc de 

GPa MPam 112 nm 

Alumina 15.2 10.9 4.77 1070 

Soda-Lime Glass 6.43 9.82 0.34 27 

Fused Silica 11.7 6.24 0.62 18 

Zerodur 11.2 7.20 1.14 75 

Quartz 14.6 10.6 1.46 106 

Zirconia 15.3 14.1 2.74 452 
. 

Toughened Zirconia 13.0 17.0 7.23 5260 

Germanium 9.63 30.8 1.24 511 

Silicon 10.4 13.6 1.84 426 

Silicon carbide 24.2 13.2 5.32 638 

Table 5.3. Material properties, as measured by microindentation techniques. 
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Figure 5. 7. Measured critical grinding infeed for 10% surface fracture versus the 

calculated critical-depth-of-cut 
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The slope of the best fit line through the data should ideally be 1, according to 

the model. The actual best fit slope of the line is ,...,Q,93. An explanation of this 

slope deviation from unity can be found in a fundamental difference between the 

indentation stress field ( on which the calculated-critical-depth is based) and grinding 

stress field (which controls the actual grinding ductility). Beneath a grinding wheel, 

the stress field is determined not only by the diamonds (i.e. indenters) but also 

by the surrounding bond matrix and the influence of adjacent diamond grains. 

For grinding wheels with small grinding grains in high concentration, the bond 

matrix a.nd adjacent grains could impart significant compressive stresses on the 

workpiece surface. These compressive stresses act to prohibit material fracture. 

While it is difficult to measure the magnitude of compressive stresses, monitoring 

the normal force during a plunge grinding operation ca.n provide insight into how 

compressive grinding stresses are related to infeed rate. By inserting a load cell into 

the structural loop of PEGASUS, normal force variations in grinding of fused silica 

were measured. 

A 60% increase in grinding normal force resulted from increasing the grinding 

infeed rat"e from 0.0075µ.m / rev to 0.0375µ.m /rev. This greater force is at lea.st 

partially due to the increased compressive stress of the bond, acting to reduce the 

amount of fracture on the ground surface. 

The actual critical machining depth that will cause fracture is increased by an 

increasing compressive stress at the workpiece surface (i.e. the compressive stresses 
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allow deeper cuts before the onset of fracture). The critical-depth-of-cut model 

arises from indentation analyses for which there is no increasing compressive stress 

with cutting depth. Thus, the calculated critical depth becomes erroneous as the 

compressive surface stresses ( and inf eed rate) of grinding get larger. 

The only remaining parameter to be determined for the original critical-depth-

of-cut model is the geometrical proportionality constant relating critical depth of 

cut to critical grinding infeed. In this case, a constant equal to ,.., 0.15 converts the 

calculated critical depth to critical grinding infeed for 10% fracture. The final form, 

then, of the critical grinding infeed is: 

d, = 0.15 (!)(i) 2 
(5.45) 

The correlation of grinding ductility with the proposed critical-depth-of-cut model 

is fundamentally limited by the difference between material properties measured by 

indentation and material properties encountered by the grinding wheel. That is, the 

model is deficient for materials exhibiting aurf ace properties that deviate from those 

of the bulk material. This deficiency is caused in large measure by the evaluation of 

Kc, the material property related to fracture resistance. An alternative procedure 

for evaluating Kc at the material surface could significantly improve the model. 

Unfortunately, no such procedure is currently available. 
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5.4.1 The Influence of Grinding Wheel Speed 
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A series of grinding tests were performed to evaluate the influence of grinding 

speed on the material removal regime. These tests were performed on fused silica, 

zerodur, and silicon samples. For all wheel speeds tested, the "grinding chip thick-

ness" (grinding infeed in nm/rev) was held constant at 1.5nm/rev. The results of 

these tests for wheel speeds from 1.Sm/ s to 12.Sm/ s are plotted in Figure 5.9. From 

the figure, it can be seen that there is almost no dependence on wheel speed for the 

three materials in the speed range tested. Fused silica shows some tendency toward 

more brittle behavior at higher wheel speeds, however, these might be due to the 

dynamic influences of the machine in response to the higher rotational frequency 

of the wheel. In any case, the influence of wheel speed is clearly less significant 

than the influence of grinding infeed rate for controlling ductility in microgrinding. 

Recent work by [8] involving grinding glass at speeds of up to lOOm/ s may provide 

further insight into the influence of grinding speed. In his study of single grit grind-

ing at speeds from lm/ s to 20m/ s, the critical-depth-of-cut for fracture initiation 

was virtually unchanged over this speed range, though the subsurface residual stress 

levels were shown to be larger for grinding done at lower speeds. 

The relative indep~ndence of grinding ductility from grinding speed adds some 

measure of reinforcement to the critical-grinding-depth-of-cut model, which is in-

dependent of cutting speed. In addition, this result points to a relatively weak 
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influence of thermal effects, as such effects should be related to the material re-

moval rate. If thermal influences were primarily responsible for grinding ductility, 

then an increased speed at constant chip thickness would be expected to alter the 

grinding regime. 

5.4.2 The Influence of Grinding Wheel Bond 

In Chapter 4, a significant relationship was postulated between the stiffness of 

the grinding wheel bond matrix and the ductility of the material removal process. 

It was proposed that a less rigid bond should allow local compliance for individual 

abrasive grains, resulting in a more ductile material removal process. Because of the 

vast number of diamond grains in the grinding contact area, this local compliance 

does not significantly alter the overall rigidity of the grinding loop. Grinding tests to 

verify this hypothesis were carried out on both fused silica and zerodur using both 

metal _and resin bond wheels, for a range of grinding infeed rates fro~ l.Snm/rev 

to 37.Snm/rev. 

The results of these tests are plotted in Figure 5.10. Substantial improvement 

in grindi~g ductility was found for both of these materials with the more compliant 

resin bond. The critical grinding infeed for 10% surface fracture was increased from 

2.0nm/rev to 3.7nm/rev for fused silica and from 2.7nm/rev to ll.9nm/rev for 

zerodur. This represents a significant increase in the transition infeed rate for each 

of these materials. Putting it another way, for machining a particular material in 

the transition range of grinding infeeds, the areal percentage of surface fracture is 
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roughly four times higher for a metal bond than for a resin bond. 

The ratio of elastic moduli between metal and resin bonds is -15. ff the im-

provement in grinding ductility experienced with the resin bond is due to its greater 

compliance, then the results of these tests indicate that even more ductility could 

be found in a more compliant bond. The ideal bond would have a low elastic 

modulus (local stiffness), while remaining stiff enough to avoid adding a significant 

contribution to the overall compliance of the grinding structural loop. 

5.4.3 The Influence of the Grinding Fluid 

There are three ways in which the grinding fluid can affect the ductility of the 

grinding process. They are: 

• Chemical interactions with the material surface 

• Cooling of the grinding zone 

• Lubrication of the grinding contact 

Each grinding fluid can influence grinding ductility in any or all of these three 

categories. Chemical interactions between the grinding fluid and the workpiece 

surface is the most enigmatic influence of the grinding fluid on the grinding ductility. 

In spite of the efforts of Rebinder and his followers to construct simple theories 

of surface active chemical behavior, generalizations concerning the selection of an 

optimal fluid from a surface chemistry stand point have remained elusive. 
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Nevertheless, the effects of the grinding fluid on the grinding ductility are signif-

icant. Figure 5.11 illustrates the results for a series of grinding tests on fused silica, 

quartz, and silicon, comparing the grinding ductility with two different grinding flu-

ids: water and a 1:1 mixture of ethanol and methanol. For the fused silica glass and 

the single crystal quartz, a significant reduction in grinding ductility occurs with 

the use of the ethanol-methanol mixture. This result contradicts the theory put 

forth by Cuthrell that a 1:1 ethanol-methanol mixture should result in an increased 

machining ductility. For silicon, a slight improvement in grinding ductility accom-

panies the use of the ethanol-methanol mixture. This suggests that the influence of 

the grinding fluid on grinding ductility is linked to the properties of the workpiece 

material as well as those of the fluid itself. 

The tangential grinding force measured during these tests was not a strong 

functi<?n of the grinding fluid, making it unlikely that the lubricatio~ properties 

(i.e. coefficient of friction) of the two fluids are responsible for the difference in 

grinding ductility. From the stand point of coolant properties, the Prandtl number 

is indicative of the heat transfer properties of the fluid. At room temperature, the 

Prandtl number for water is ,..,7, for ethanol-methanol it is ,..,12. Thus, the ethanol-

methanol mixture would be expected to provide somewhat more heat transfer than 

water. This enhanced heat transfer may be responsible for the increased grind-

ing ductility observed for silicon, but would not explain the increased brittleness 

observed for the quartz and fused silica. 
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Since the chemical compositions of quartz and fused silica are identical, but 

different from that of silicon, it is tempting to attribute the results of this experiment 

to a chemical interaction between the grinding fluid and the material surface. The 

exact nature of the chemical interaction and its effect on the surface properties is 

uncertain, however. What can be stated with certainty is that the grinding fluid 

is an influential parameter in the ductility of the grinding process, and that this 

influence is not based on the fluid properties alone, but rather on some interaction 

properties between the grinding fluid and the free surface of the workpiece material. 

An important point to make here is that the grinding fluid chemistry and its 

effect on the grinding ductility are not addressed by the critical-depth-of-cut model. 

The good correlation demonstrated in Figure 5. 7 between the model and the actual 

grinding behavior for many brittle materials is a fortunate benefit of choosing water 

as the grinding fluid. The results of the same tests might be quite different if the 

ethanol-methanol mixture were used instead of water. This suggests. that water 

may be a suitable baseline grinding fluid for microgrinding experiments, since its 

effects on the ductility of the grinding regime seem to be uniform for a wide range 

of brittle. materials. 

5.5 Residual Stress Measurement 

Macroscopic Rama.n Spectroscopy was used to evaluate the residual stress state 

in ground germanium samples. Using an argon..;ion incident laser beam, the Raman 

signals are generated predominantly in the top 0.5µm of the sample surface. Thus, 
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the technique provides an average measure of the surface residual stress m the 

sample. 

The results, in terms of residual stress vs. areal percentage of surface fracture, 

are plotted in Figure 5.12. The measured residual stress is compressive, with the 

magnitude of compressive stress increasing for surfaces with less fracture damage. 

In other words, the residual stress level increases for more ductile material removal. 

For fully ductile grinding, however, the average residual stress is only lOOMPa, 

a fraction of the yield strength of the germanium. Although this stress level is 

not significant, its apparent one-to-one correspondence with surface fracture could 

provide a sensitive measure of grinding ductility, particularly if the Raman signals 

could be monitored in real-time on the grinding apparatus. 

The behavior of the residual stress (higher compressive surface stresses for more 

ductile material removal) can be attributed to the elastic-plastic stress field beneath 

the diamond abrasive grains. A passing abrasive grain will cause plastic deformation 

in the near surface region of the workpiece material, and elastic (predominantly 

compressive) stresses in the region just beneath the plastically compressed surface . 
. 

Upon passage of the abrasive grain, the plastically compressed surface layer prevents 

the elastically compressed subsurface zone from returning to its original unstressed 

state, resulting in a residual compressive zone· near the material surface. 

In the event of fracture ( at higher infeed rates), the plastically compressed sur-

face region is partially removed by the merging of subsurface cracks. Because this 
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plastically compressed layer was the cause of the subsurface residual elastic com-

pressive stress, removal of the plastic layer relieves this elastic stress. Therefore, 

the residual stress level near the surface of the material will be lower for a fractured 

surface (no plastic zone) than for a plastically deformed surface. 

5.6 In-Process Measurement of Grinding Ductil-
ity 

5.6.1 Acoustic Emission Monitoring 

Acoustic emission signals were monitored during the grinding of glass and germa-

nium at infeed rates from 0.3nm/rev to 150nm/rev. Through the data acquisition 

and Fourier transformation systems described in Chapter 4, the power spectrum of 

the acoustic emission sensor was recorded for each of four infeed rates in this range. 

For both germanium and soda-lime glass, the shape of the spectrum remains largely 

invari~t over the entire range of infeeds, with the major peak always_ centered at 

320kHz. 

The amplitude of the acoustic emission spectrum changes significantly with an 

increase the grinding infeed rate. The increased acoustic emission amplitude can 

be attributed to either one or both of two effects: an increase in the brittleness 

of material removal or an increase in the material removal rate. Figure 5.13 is 

a plot of the AE power spectrum peak amplitude vs. the % surface fracture for 

germanium and soda lime glass. The AE power spectrum amplitude peak for each 

of the two sets of data has been normalized by the background AE level (i.e. no 
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grinding activity is equivalent to an AE power spectrum amplitude of 1). The 

percent-surface-fracture values used in this plot were calculated from the data in 

Table 5.1. A nearly linear dependence between AE amplitude and surface fracture 

is obtained for both soda lime glass and germanium, though the slope differs for 

the two materials. Also notable is the relatively large sensitivity of the AE signal 

vs. grinding ductility: an increase in AE amplitude of more than two orders of 

magnitude accompanies a rise in surface fracture from 5% to 100% for soda lime 

glass. Over a range from O to 25% surface fracture, the AE power spectrum peak 

for germanium increases by a factor of 150. The results of these tests indicate that 

acoustic emission signals could provide a sensitive in-process measure of grinding 

ductility, though they would require calibration for different materials. 

5.6.2 Microgrinding Forces as a Measure of the Brittle- • 
Ductile Transition 

There is some evidence that the measurement of tangential machining forces can 

provide a clue to the material removal process. It has long been established that 

the spec_ifi.c grinding energy (energy per unit volume of material removal) is lower 

for brittle machining than for ductile machining. The simple explanation for this 

behavior is that brittle machining causes fracture propagation beneath the material 

surface, removing material in largely undeformed pieces, whereas ductile machining 

progresses by plastic deformation of the entire volume of material that is removed. 

Ha grinding process undergoes a transition from brittle material removal to ductile 
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material removal, the specific grinding energy will increase. 

A measure of specific grinding energy may help to evaluate the critical grinding 

infeed rate. The specific grinding energy for a plunge grind is given by: 

where: 

E=~ 
rw 

E = Specific grinding energy, J / m3 

F = Grinding tangential force, N 

r = Grinding infeed rate, m / rev 

w = Width of Grinding contact, m 

(5.46) 

In particular, the specific grinding energy ratio for two different infeed rates is given 

by: 

(5.47) 

where the subscripts hand l refer to the high and low infeed rates, respectively. For 

no change in grinding ductility, R should be roughly equal to 1. For a transition, 

R should be less than 1. Thus, a measure of the specific grinding energy ratio for 

a fixed pair of grinding infeed rates should correlate with the degree of transition 
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occurring over that infeed rate range. In other words, if both infeed rates used in the 

calculation of R will produce ductile material removal, then R should be roughly 1. 

R will also approach 1 if both infeed rates selected produce brittle material removal. 

IT a transition occurs between the two infeed rates, however, R should drop to a 

value very much less than 1. 

Figure 5.14 is a plot of the measured specific grinding energy ratio (R) for nine 

brittle materials. The ratio was determined using a grinding infeed rate variation 

from 37.Snm/rev to 1.5nm/rev. The percentage of change in surface fracture from 

the high infeed rate to the low infeed rate is a measure of the amount of the brittle-

ductile transition that takes place over this particular range of infeed rates. 

A clear inverse relationship exists between the grinding energy ratio and the 

percentage of transition corresponding to these infeed rates. This points to an 

important relationship between the grinding tangential forces and the degree of 

grinding ductility. Moreover, this relationship appears to hold for a broad range of 

hard materials, from single crystals to advanced ceramics. 

One potential use of the specific grinding energy ratio suggested by this relation-

ship is in-process monitoring of grinding ductility. Changes in the specific grinding 

energy ratio could provide a sensitive indicator of the onset of the ductile-brittle 

transition, allowing closed loop control of the material removal regime. Of course, 

such a system demands real-time measurement of both the material removal rate 

and the grinding tangential force. Nevertheless, since the specific grinding energy 
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the differences between workpiece materials, it is a promising technique for real-time 

control of the microgrinding process. 
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6 Suniniary and Conclusions 

The primary goal of this research has been to investigate microgrinding as a 

technique for machining brittle materials in a ductile grinding regime. Achieving 

this goal has required progress along two frontiers of research: determination of the 

machining parameters relevant to ductile-regime grinding and isolating the mate-

rial properties that control the transition from brittle to ductile material removal. 

Through experimentation and analysis along these two fronts, a framework has been 

constructed to characterize the variables controlling ductile-regime grinding, and to 

describe the relationship between machining conditions, material properties, and 

grinding ductility. 

6.1 Design of a Ductile-Regime Grinding· Appa-
ratus 

Microgrinding has been defined as a machining process combining the contour 

accuracy achievable by fixed abrasive grinding with the fine surface finish achievable 

by loose abrasive polishing. By utilizing an ultraprecision mechanical system, real-

time feedback motion control, and state-of-the-art trueing techniques it is possible 

to merge the high rigidity of a precision grinder with the low machining forces 

necessary for ductile material removal. Using these principles, a versatile plunge-
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mode microgrinding apparatus (PEGASUS) has been designed, constructed, and 

structurally evaluated. The relevant features of PEGASUS include: 

• Rigid Structural Loop (50M N / m) 

• Piezoelectric Infeed Actuation ( lOµm range) 

• Air Bearing Wheel Spindle 

• Closed Loop lnfeed Control (1.5nm/rev to 150nm/rev) 

• Vibration Isolation from External Disturbances and Motor Driver 

• Thermally Controlled Environment (±0.1 °C) 

• Precision Wheel Trueing (125nm axial runout) 

With this apparatus, the process of ductile-regime grinding on brittle mate-

rials has been explored for a broad range of ma.chining conditions and material 

properties. The material removal rates achievable on PEGASUS coincide with the 

"microgrinding gap." That is, the apparatus is capable of grinding with smaller 

controlled cutting depths than are available on any commercial grinder. This has 

proven to be the quintessential requirement for ductile-regime grinding of brittle 

materials. 
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6.2 The Dependence of Grinding Ductility on Grind-
ing Infeed Rate 

A basic hypothesis has been postulated for ductile-regime grinding: all materials, 

regardless of their hardness or brittleness, will undergo a transition from a brittle 

machining regime to a ductile machining regime if the grinding infeed rate is made 

small enough. Below this threshold depth-of-cut, the energy required to propagate 

cracks is larger than the energy required for plastic yielding, so plasticity becomes 

the predominant grinding mechanism. 

For a hard material, the predominant material removal mechanism will be brittle 

fracture for large grinding infeed rates. The ductile-regime grinding hypothesis 

predicts that there will be a transition to a predominantly ductile material removal 

mechanism at lower infeed rates. The existence of this transitional infeed rate was 

demonstrated on the PEGASUS apparatus through a series of test grinds on fused 

silica. 

Using scanning electron microscopy as a post-grinding analysis tool, the ground 

material surfaces were examined for evidence of surface fracture, which would be 

indicative of the grinding ductility. A grid counting technique was devised to quan-

tify the areal percentage of surface fracture. By applying this measure of grinding 

ductility to fused silica samples that were ground using a range of infeed rates, the 

transitional grinding infeed rate was determined for this material. It was found that 

a change in grinding infeed rate from 75nm / rev to 1.5nm / rev resulted in a tran-
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sition from 99% surface fracture to 5% surface fracture. This result is important 

for three reasons. First, it verifies that the design principles used in the develop-

ment of PEGASUS were substantially appropriate for ductile-regime grinding. In 

addition, the microgrinding range of material removal rates is shown to be an im-

portant, unexplored region of machining, with significant potential for improving 

the machinability of glasses and ceramics. Finally, from this series of grinding tests 

the basic hypothesis of ductile-regime grinding (ie, brittle-ductile transition for a 

reduced infeed rate) is validated for fused silica. Fused silica is a relevant material 

for this study because it is particularly brittle and thus difficult to machine in a 

ductile regime. In spite of this complication, fused silica is an important engineer-

ing material, resistant to high temperatures and severe thermal shock. Because of 

these properties, it is often used in precision molding applications, for which con-

tour accuracy and surface finish are both critical. Thus, both the challenge and the 

potential benefits of microgrinding are demonstrated by the use of fused silica as a 

model material. 

6.3 Testing the Critical-Depth-of-Cut Model 

To investigate the influence of material properties on the brittle-ductile transi-

tion rate, a broad range of amorphous glasses, single crystals, and advanced ceram-

ics were chosen for grinding on PEGASUS. By comparing the grinding ductility of 

these materials to their intrinsic properties, a critical-depth-of-cut model has been 

established for microgrinding. This model relates the measured critical grinding 
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infeed rate for 10% surface fracture to a calculated critical-depth-of-cut based on 

the material properties. The basic model consists of the properties of the material 

that characterize its fracture resistance (Ke), its plastic deformation resistance (H) 

and its elastic deformation resistance ( E). 

These properties were measured for each material using microindentation tech-

niques. While the measurement of hardness by indentation is a standard procedure, 

determination of Ke and Eby indentation is a developing area of research. 

The properties of the material surface vary with the indentation depth at which 

they are measured. This surface property variability is especially troubling for the 

measurement of Ke, which changes by up to an order of magnitude for some ma-

terials, and remains invariant for others. Such material-related property variations 

complicate the extrapolation of properties from the scale of indentation ( r<J l0µm) 

to the scale of microgrinding ( < lµm). In spite of these problems calculating the 

material properties, a reasonable correlation was obtained between the calculated 

critical-depth-of-cut and the measured critical grinding infeed rate (i.e. the grinding 

infeed that will produce 10% surface fracture). The final form of the model is given 

by: 

(6.48) 

Only materials exhibiting significant variations in Ke with indentation depth 

were not well represented by the model. For these materials, estimates of the Ke 

behavior at small indentations must be used to modify the critical depth. 
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6.4 Other Machine Variables Influencing Grind-
ing Ductility 

After establishing a material model for grinding ductility, an investigation was 

begun to isolate machining parameters other than infeed rate that might influ-

ence the grinding ductility. The variables tested were: grinding speed, wheel bond 

material, and the grinding fluid chemistry. This series of tests was by no means 

exhaustive; the goal was simply to discriminate between those variables that affect 

the grinding ductility and those that do not. 

The influence of the grinding wheel speed on the grinding ductility was measured 

for fused silica, zerodur, and silicon. The wheel speeds tested covered a range from 

1.5m/ s to 12.Sm/ s, and a.11 other ma.chine parameters were maintained at constant 

values (including the workpiece infeed rate per wheel revolution) For all three of the 

materials, no significant change was found in the grinding ductility as a function of 

wheel speed over this range. To a first order approximation, then, the grinding wheel 

speed has no effect on the ductility of the material removal process. To some extent, 

this speed independence implies a minimal influence of the grinding temperature on 

ductility, since the contact temperature is linked to the grinding speed. If thermal 

effects in grinding were influential in determining grinding ductility, it would be 

expected that this influence would be made apparent by a large change in the 

grinding speed. 

While the contour accuracy inherent in a grinding apparatus is directly related 
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to its large structural stiffness, this quality makes it difficult to achieve the low 

cutting forces required for ductile material removal. A way to decrease the abrasive 

grain forces without measurably altering the rigidity of the structural loop is to use a 

more complaint abrasive grain bonding matrix in the grinding wheel. The primary 

effect of this less rigid matrix is to more evenly distribute the load among the 

many diamonds in the contact regions. In addition, this local compliance reduces 

the forces that accompany small undesired motions (e.g. runout) of the wheel 

with respect to the workpiece. This theory was tested by grinding fused silica and 

zerodur using both metal (E = llOGPa) and polymer resin (E = 7GPa) bonded 

grinding wheels. The range of infeed rates chosen (1.5nm/rev to 31.Snm/rev) for 

these tests encompasses some of the brittle-ductile transition range for both these 

materials, so the effect of the bond matrix on grinding ductility could be assessed. 

As expected, the more resilient bond provided enhanced ductility for both materials, 

increasing the critical grinding infeed rate ( corresponding to 10% surface fracture) 

by a factor of 2. This significant influence of local grain compliance can be exploited 

by designing grinding wheels specifically for ductile-regime grinding. The ideal bond 

matrix w.ould have a low elastic modulus, a strong bonding affinity for diamond, 

and a good resistance to wear. 

The influence of the grinding fluid is perhaps the most difficult variable to char-

acterize in microgrinding. A series of experiments on fused silica, quartz, and silicon 

using both water and a 1:1 ethanol-methanol mixture has provided some insight into 
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the potential effect of the grinding fluid on the ductility of the material removal pro-

cess. For both fused silica and quartz, a dramatic increase in the brittleness of the 

material removal process accompanied a change in grinding fluid from water to the 

alcohol mixture. For single crystal silicon, a slight decrease in the brittleness of the 

grinding process accompanied the same change in grinding fluid. This result points 

toward a chemical effect: the chemical compositions of amorphous fused silica and 

crystalline quartz are virtually identical and different from that of crystalline silicon. 

ff the effect could be attributed to differences between the thermal or lubrication 

properties of the two fluids, it would be expected to influence the grinding ductility 

of the three materials in the same way, if not by the same amount. Chemical inter-

actions between the grinding fluid and the material workpiece can harden or soften 

the surface layer, and advance or retard crack growth. As such, these effects must 

be individually categorized for each fluid/workpiece pair to determine the optimum 

fluid for a given material workpiece. 

6.5 Measurement of Surface Residual Stresses in 
Micro grinding 

Microscopic Raman Spectroscopy was used to evaluate the residual stress state 

in the near surface region ( < 0.5µm) of ground germanium samples. The measured 

residual surface stress is compressive, and increases in magnitude with the ductility 

of the material removal. For fully plastic material removal, the average residual 

stress is only 100 Pascals, a small fraction of germanium's yield strength. One 
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explanation for the monotonic increase in compressive stress with grinding ductility 

is that the relaxation of subsurface ela.,tic compressive stresses after the passage of 

an abrasive grain is impeded by the plastically deformed surface region, resulting in 

a. compressive residual subsurface stress state. Fracture acts to relieve these residual 

stresses, lowering the overall subsurface compression by removing a. portion of the 

deformed surf ace layer. 

6.6 In-Process Measurement of Grinding Ductil-
ity 

If a. method existed for determining (in real-time) the relative a.mounts of plas-

ticity and fracture occurring during grinding, then closed loop control of grinding 

ductility would be possible. Two techniques were explored for in-process monitoring 

grinding ductility. 

Ac~mstic Emission (AE) monitoring is a. promising a.venue for rea.1-~ime control 

of grinding ductility. AE signals result primarily from fracture events in the ma-

terial workpiece, and thus a. direct measure of the grinding ductility can be ma.de. 

Measurements of the grinding ductility (i.e. surface fracture) versus the peak am-

plitude of the AE power of spectrum for both germanium and soda line glass were 

recorded. As a. measure of grinding ductility the peak amplitude of the AE power 

spectrum is remarkably sensitive (more than a hundredfold increase in amplitude 

for a 20% change in grinding ductility for germanium). In addition, for these two 

materials, the relationship between the AE peak and percent surface fracture is lin-
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ear over the ranges measured. The only complication to this technique is that both 

the sensitivity and the amplitude of the AE signals are intrinsically linked to the 

specific workpiece material. To use such a measure of grinding ductility in process, 

then, would require individual calibration for ea.ch material type that is ma.chined. 

An alternative technique for in-process measurement of grinding ductility is 

obtained by monitoring the specific grinding energy during the ma.chining process. 

This variable, which is uniquely determined by the tangential grinding force and 

the material removal rate, represents the energy required to remove a unit volume 

of material. Because plastic deformation requires more energy per unit volume of 

material removal than fracture, monitoring the specific grinding energy can allow a 

sensitive measure of the grinding regime. In particular, the ratio of specific grinding 

energies for two different grinding infeed rates is a reliable measure of the change in 

ductility over that particular range of grinding infeed rates. If there is no change in 

grinding ductility, the specific grinding energy ratio (R) will be ,.., 1. For a change 

toward more brittle grinding R will be less than one, and in-fa.ct will tend toward 

zero. This unique inverse relationship between the specific energy ratio and the 

ductile-brittle transition has been demonstrated to be largely independent of the 

material properties for all of the hard materials tested. Though it requires real-time 

measurement of both grinding infeed and grinding tangential force, this material 

independence makes the use of specific grinding energy ratio a promising candidate 

for in-process control of grinding ductility. 
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6. 7 Future Research Directions 

Several important variables have been left unexplored for their influence on 

grinding ductility. Notably, the size and concentration of diamonds in the grind-

ing wheel will undoubtably influence the material removal process. The traditional 

philosophy of superfinishing has been that smaller abrasive grains produce a better 

surface finish, but this is not necessarily true in ductile-regime grinding. Recent 

research has challenged this idea by demonstrating that large grain wheels can be 

effectively utilized for superfinishing if the exposed diamond grains are first ma-

chined flat [13]. In this way, each flattened diamond grain appears to the workpiece 

as a large, sharp, zero degree rake cutting tool. One avenue of future research, then, 

is to compare this type of wheel to a fine grain wheel with random diamond orienta-

tion, to see which is more effective in ductile-regime grinding. In any case, a study 

of the role of the diamond grain characteristics in material removal would contribute 

significantly to the overall understanding of the micromechanics of ultraprecision 

grinding. 

Because this research was aimed at a fundamental understanding of the brittle-

ductile transition in grinding, there has been little effort made to extend these ideas 

to a ductile-regime grinding apparatus capable of producing useful components. Ex-

tension of the results of this work to the development of a prototype grinding station 

is not trivial. Wheel trueing, motion control, and machine stiffness all become vari-

ables of two or three dimensions, instead of just one dimension. Such an extension of 
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the simple PEGASUS configuration is a vital step in the research of ductile-regime 

grinding. Indeed, an extension to two dimensions might simplify characterization 

of grinding ductility; flat surfaces could be measured using profilometry techniques 

to assess both their form and surface finish. This measurement could provide infor-

mation about the ground surface quality that is easier to obtain and quantitatively 

more repeatable than the SEM "grid-counting" technique. 

Finally, a promising area for research is the pursuit of a closed-loop control of 

grinding ductility. The potential for monitoring either acoustic emission or specific 

grinding energy ratios as an in-process measure of grinding ductility has been clearly 

identified. The utility of such real-time, in-process control is that it would allow 

material removal to progress in stages: by a brittle process for larger rates of stock 

removal of material and by a ductile process for finishing. The principles and 

guidelines established by this study of ductile-regime grinding make this type of 

sophisticated control of the grinding process a realistic research goal. . 

6.8 Summary 

The following is an abbreviated summary of the experimental results, problems, 

and recommendations brought out by this research. 

• Ductile-Regime grinding is a newly established material removal technique. 

By controlling a stiff, accurate grinding apparatus so that it has exceptionally 

small grinding forces, brittle materials can be machined in a ductile manner. 
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• A ductile-regime grinding apparatus requires a stiff structural loop real-time 

control of the grinding infeed, relative isolation from environmental distur-

bances, and state-of-the-art wheel trueing techniques. 

• All brittle materials will undergo plastic flow rather than fracture if the depth 

of grinding is small enough. 

• The brittle-ductile transition occurs m a range of grinding infeeds below 

O.lµm/rev for most hard materials. 

• An estimate of the grinding critical infeed that will produce 10% surface frac-

ture a given material can be made using the calculated material properties: 

Ke, H, and E, which are indicative of the fracture resistance, plastic flow 

resistance, and elastic resistance of the material. 

• Calculation of these properties is hindered by the fact that they are all func-

tions of depth. The properties at the material surface, which are ·relevant for 

grinding, differ from the bulk material properties. 

• Indentation techniques allow property evaluation for the near surface region 

of the material ( < lOµm). This is still an order of magnitude deeper into the 

material than micro-grinding. For fracture toughness evaluation, indentation 

techniques can produce large errors for some materials .. 

• Grinding ductility can be quantified by SEM analysis of the ground surface. 

The areal percentage of surface fracture is a measure of the ductility of the 
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material removal process. 

• Grinding wheel speed has little influence on grinding ductility for low to mod-

erate speeds ( 1 - 15m / s). 

• The grinding wheel bond matrix plays an important role in grinding ductility 

by allowing local compliance at the diamond grain, a more elastic bonding 

matrix enhances the ductility of material removal. 

• The grinding fluid is an influential parameter in the ductility of material 

removal. The mechanism of this influence is largely chemical in nature, and is 

therefore a strong function of the material composition and structure of the 

workpiece. 

• Residual stresses in ductile-regime grinding can be measured using Raman 

Spectroscopy. These stresses are compressive at the material surface, and are 

larger for surfaces machined in a ductile regime than for those machined in a 

brittle regime. In all cases, however, the average compressive stresses at the 

surface are small ( < 100Pa). 

• Two techniques show potential for in-process measurement of grinding ductil-

ity. They are: acoustic emission monitoring and measurement of the specific 

grinding energy ratio. AE monitoring provides a more sensitive measure of the 

onset of fracture in grinding, whereas the specific grinding ratio is somewhat 

more material independent measure of the ductile-brittle transition. 
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• Recommendations for future work include: 

* Study of the role of the abrasive grain size, concentration, and orientation 

in grinding ductility 

* Development of a ductile-regime grinder to produce fiat surfaces 

* Pursuit of closed loop control of grinding ductility 
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A - Material Property Data 



Fused Silica 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) 

1.61 20.7 
1.61 21.2 
1.20 16.4 
1.20 16.6 
0.81 11.9 
0.81 12.2 
0.41 7.8 
0.41 8.7 
0.17 4.3 

H=K1*(d**n): Ki: 0.281E-01 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

6.8 130.0 
4.9 120.0 
4.9 121.0 
2.9 86.0 
2.9 93.0 
2.0 80.0 
2.0 71.6 
2.0 74.3 
1.0 47.9 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.38 

hardness (GPa) 
7.6 
7.1 

10.2 
10.0 
11.6 
10.9 
13.6 
10.9 
18.0 

n:-0.62 r: 0.96 

short diagonal (um) 
10.1 
10.0 
10.0 
6.6 
7.6 
6.3 
6.6 
6.6 
3.3 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
loa~ (H) crack length (um) 

6.8 76.6 
6.8 72.0 
4.9 
4.4 
2.9 
1.6 

70.0 
62.0 
60.6 
29.2 

Kc (MN/m""1.6) 
1.67 
1.68 
1.48 
2.07 
1.46 
1.80 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c**1.6), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.24 
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E/H 
6.22 
6.75 
6.68 
6.05 
6.49 
6.32 
6.15 
5.92 
6.55 
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H1O HARDNESS: 11.66 
E/H AVERAGE: 6.24 
Kc AVERAGE: 1.67 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.129 



Soda Lime Glass 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1.61 25.2 6.1 
1.61 26.9 4.8 
1.20 26.9 3.6 
1.20 
0.81 
0.81 
0.41 
0.41 
0.17 
0.17 

22.0 
16.7 
16.4 
11.4 
10.9 
6.8 
7.3 

6.0 
6.8 
6.0 
6.3 
6.9 
7.2 
6.2 

H=K1•(d••n): K1: 0.132E+00 n: -0. 34 r: 0. 83 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

4.9 130.0 
4.9 134.0 
4.9 136.0 
2.9 101.0 
2.9 97.0 
3.9 112.0 
3.9 110.0 
6.9 148.0 
6.9 146.0 

E/H Standard Deviation= 1.46 

short 

Kc Dat~ from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) 

0.6 60.0 
0.7 60.6 
1.0 70.8 
1.2 86.0 
1.6 90.7 
1. 7 94.0 
2.0 112.6 
2.4 135.1 

diagonal (um) 
13.0 
13.9 
14.0 
10.0 
10.0 
12.6 
12.6 
14.0 
14.6 

Kc (MN/m""1. 5) 
0.37 
0.34 
0.36 
0.36 
0.38 
0.42 
0.36 
0.35 
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E/H 
9.00 
9.73 
9.72 
8.83 
9.59 

11.72 
12.69 
8.12 
9.00 



2.9 
3.4 
3.9 
4.9 

153.0 
167.5 
184.7 
210.7 

0.34 
0.35 
0.35 
0.35 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.5). Kc Standard Deviation: 0.02 

H1O HARDNESS: 6.43 
E/H AVERAGE: 9.82 
Kc AVERAGE: 0.36 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.031 
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Alumina 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

3.92 26.4 12.1 
3.92 26.0 
3.92 26.2 
1.96 17.1 
1.96 17.0 
1.96 17.1 
2.94 21.0 
2.94 21.6 
2.94 21.0 

H=K1•(d**n): K1: O.119E+Ol 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

2.0 60.0 
6.4 
6.4 

91.0 
89.0 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.46 

12.6 
12.3 
13.4 
13.6 
13.4 
13.3 
12.7 
13.3 

n: -0. 22 r: 0 . 59 

short diagonal (um) 
6.4 
9.9 
9.8 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
l_oad (N) crack length (um) Kc (MN/m-1.5) 

46.9 170.6 4.81 
68.2 182.6 6.44 
68.2 246.4 4.11 
90.9 269.7 4.78 
90.9 292.0 4.26 
90.0 291.8 4.21 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••l.6), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.88 

HlO HARDNESS: 16.24 
E/H AVERAGE: 10.86 
Kc AVERAGE: 4.77 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 1.062 

E/H 
10.38 
10.92 
11.28 
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Zerodur 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1. 61 22 . 2 6 . 6 
1.61 21.0 
1.20 17.4 
1.20 16.9 
0.81 12.4 
0.81 11.9 
0.41 8.0 
0.41 7.8 
0.17 4.6 
0.17 4.6 

H=Kl•(d**n): Kl: 0.193E-01 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

2.9 92.0 
4.9 121.0 
3.9 100.0 
4.9 113.0 
2.0 70.0 
2.0 72.0 
1.0 49.6 
1.0 49.9 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.66 

7.3 
8.0 
8.4 

10.6 
11.6 
12.9 
13.6 
16.4 
16.4 

n: -0. 66 r: 0 . 98 

short diagonal (um) 
7.6 

10.0 
8.0 
9.3 
6.6 
6.6 
4.6 
4.6 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load On crack length (um) Kc (NN/m ... 1.6) 

4.9 92.6 1.04 
4.9 91.0 1.07 
6.9 98.3 1.14 
6.9 98.6 1.14 
6.9 96.0 1.18 
3.9 76.0 1.14 
3.9 76.0 1.12 
3.9 74.7 1.16 
2.9 60.0 1.20 
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E/H 
6.57 
6.68 
6.43 
6.65 
7.87 
7.71 
7.88 
7.78 
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2.9 61.0 1.17 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.6). Kc Standard Deviation: 0.05 

H1O HARDNESS: 11.18 
E/H AVERAGE: 7.20 
Kc AVERAGE: 1.14 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.074 



Quartz 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1.61 14.9 14.6 
1.61 18.4 9.6 
1.20 
1.20 
0.81 
0.81 
0.41 
0.41 
0.17 
0.17 

13.6 
14.4 
10.2 
10.6 
7.2 
7.2 
4.0 
3.7 

H=K1•(d••n): K1: 0.796E-01 

13.2 
11.6 
16.6 
14.7 
16.9 
16.9 
20.8 
24.3 

n:-0.46 r: 0.93 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) short diagonal (um) 

4.9 94.3 10.0 
4.9 90.0 9.8 
6.9 112.6 12.0 
6.9 106.6 11.4 
3.9 78.7 8.6 
3.9 83.2 9.0 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.27 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) Kc (MN/m"' 1. 6) 

6.9 97.0 1.42 
6.9 93.6 1.60 
4.9 82.6 1.61 
4.9 86.0 1.41 
3.9 71.6 1.49 
3.9 72.6 1.46 
2.9 61.0 1.42 
2.9 69.0 1.49 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.6), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.04 
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E/H 
10.24 
10.95 
10.36 
10.73 
10.72 
10.76 



H1O HARDNESS: 14.55 
E/H AVERAGE: 10.62 
Kc AVERAGE: 1.46 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.107 
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Zirconia 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (wn) hardness (GPa) 

1.61 16.7 13.0 
1.61 16.4 
1.20 13.2 
1.20 13.7 
0.81 9.7 
0.81 9.9 
0.41 6.7 
0.41 6.2 
0.17 4.2 
0.17 4.6 

H=K1•(d••n): K1: 0.408E+OO 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

4.9 82.0 
4.9 83.0 
2.9 62.0 
2.9 63.0 
4.9 82.3 
4.9 85.3 
2.0 61.6 
2.0 62.8 
2.0 60.0 

E/H Standard Deviation= 1.08 

11.9 
13.8 
12.8 
17.3 
16.6 
18.3 
21.4 
18.9 
16.4 

n:-0.31 r: 0.83 

short diagonal (um) 
9.8 

10.0 
7.2 
7.3 
9.6 
9.7 
6.2 
6.3 
6.0 

Kc Da~a from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (H) crack length (um) Kc (MN/m"' 1. 6) 

4.9 69.0 2.87 
4.9 68.0 2.94 
2.9 46.0 2.50 
2.9 36.0 3.61 
6.9 70.0 2.66 
6.9 78.0 2.26 
6.9 74.0 2.46 
6.9 77.6 2.28 
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E/H 
14.76 
15.24 
13.29 
13.19 
13.02 
12.40 

-16.08 
14.67 
16.00 



4.9 68.0 2.94 
3.9 44.0 3.66 
3.9 66.6 2.61 
1.2 23.7 2.11 
0.8 20.7 2.29 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.6), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.44 

H1O HARDNESS: 16.28 
E/H AVERAGE: 14.07 
Kc AVERAGE: 2.74 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.463 
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Toughened Zirconia 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1. 61 16. 0 12. 6 
1.20 
1.20 
0.81 
0.81 
0.41 
0.41 
0.17 
0.17 

14.2 
14.2 
11.2 
11.9 
8.2 
7.7 
4.6 
4.6 

H=K1*(d••n): K1: O.7O7E+OO 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

6.9 100.0 
6.9 98.0 
3.9 
3.9 
4.9 
2.0 

80.0 
80.0 
88.6 
63.1 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.96 

11.9 
11.9 
13.0 
11.6 
12.2 
13.9 
16.4 
16.4 

n: -0 . 25 r : 0 . 89 

short diagonal (um) 
12.3 
12.0 
9.9 
9.8 

10.9 
6.7 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) 

6.9 40.0 
6.9 
~-9 
4.9 

38.0 
36.7 
31.4 

Kc (MN/m .... 1.6) 
6.78 
7.32 
6.70 
8.12 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.5), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.66 

B1O HARDNESS: 12.98 
E/H AVERAGE: 17.03 
Kc AVERAGE: 7.23 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 6.275 
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E/H 
16.67 
16.33 
17.14 
16.36 
16.77 
18.89 



Germanium 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1.61 23 .9 5 .6 
1.61 
1.20 
0.81 
0.81 
0.41 
0.41 

25.9 
18.2 
15.7 
15.2 
9.0 
8.7 

H=K1•(d••n): K1: 0.435£-02 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

1.0 57.2 
0.5 31.5 
2.0 62.5 
2.0 63.2 
1.0 43.2 
1.0 45.4 
2.0 60.0 

E/H Standard Deviation= 6.04 

4.8 
7.3 
6.6 
7.0 

10.2 
10.9 

n: -0. 67 r: 0. 97 

short diagonal (um) 
7.8 
4.3 
8.2 
8.3 
6.0 
6.2 
8.0 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) Kc (MN/m" 1. 6) 

2.0 76.4 1.15 
2.0 77.0 1.14 
1.0 43.8 1.32 
l .0 41.0 1.46 
1.0 46.1 1.27 
1.0 44.6 1.29 
2.9 91.0 1.33 
2.9 88.0 1.40 
2.9 93.0 1.28 
2.0 72.0 1.26 
2.0 78.0 1.11 
1.6 69.8 1.08 
1.6 70.6 1.06 
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E/H 
33.00 
33.35 
23.94 
24.10 
40.50 
33.49 
27.00 



Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.5), Kc Standard Deviation: 0.12 

H1O HARDNESS: 9.63 
E/H AVERAGE: 30.77 
Kc AVERAGE: 1.24 
CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.612 
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Silicon 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1. 61 20 . 0 8 . 0 
1. 61 20 . 6 7 . 6 
1.20 
1.20 
0.81 
0.81 
0.41 
0.41 
0.17 

17.2 
16.7 
12.2 
11.9 
8.4 
8.7 
6.6 

8.1 
8.6 

10.9 
11.6 
11. 7 
10.9 
11.0 

H=Kl•(d••n): Kl: 0.247E+00 n: -0. 32 r: 0. 84 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

4.9 93.6 
2.0 66.8 
1.0 40.0 
1.0 40.0 
1.0 40.7 
1.0 39.6 

E/H Standard Deviation= 0.73 

short 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) 

2.0 41.6 
2.0 60.0 
1.6 37.1 
1.2 29.4 
1.0 30.0 
0.8 20.4 

diagonal (um) 
10.7 
6.6 
4.7 
4.7 
4.8 
4.7 

Kc (MN/m"' 1. 6) 
1.91 
1.44 
1.86 
1.97 
1.66 
2.30 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••l.6). Kc Standard Deviation: 0.31 

Hl0 HARDNESS: 10.39 
E/H AVERAGE: 13.67 
Kc AVERAGE: 1.84 
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E/H 
12.65 
12.65 
13.85 
13.85 
14.03 
14.37 
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CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.424 



Silicon Carbide 

Hardness Data from Vickers Indentations 
load (N) diagonal (um) hardness (GPa) 

1.61 10.2 30.9 
1.61 12.4 
1.20 11.4 
1.20 9.6 
0.81 8.2 
0.81 7.8 
0.41 4.6 
0.41 4.8 
0.17 2.7 
0.17 2.8 

H=K1•(d**n): K1: 0.780E-01 

E/H Data from Knoop Indentations 
load (N) long diagonal (um) 

4.9 68.0 
2.9 
2.9 
2.0 
2.0 

46.0 
46.0 
36.1 
34.6 

E/H Standard Deviation= 1.19 

20.9 
18.6 
26.7 
24.2 
26.7 
40.6 
36.7 
46.7 
42.5 

n: -0. 60 r: 0. 91 

short diagonal (um) 
6.6 
6.4 
6.1 
4.2 
4.0 

Kc Data from Vickers Indentation Cracks 
load (N) crack length (um) Kc (MN/m ... 1. 6) 

4.9 44.6 4.23 
4.9 40.0 4.97 
_4. 9 39.0 6.16 
2.9 30.0 4.59 
2.9 26.6 6.53 
1.2 12.0 7.43 

Kc= SQRT(E/H)•(P/c••1.6), Kc Standard Deviation: 1.13 

H10 HARDNESS: 
E/H AVERAGE: 
Kc AVERAGE: 

24.23 
13.17 
6.32 
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E/H 
11.86 
13.80 
12.27 
14.83 
13.08 
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CRITICAL INDENTATION: 0.634 
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